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Abstract

The first chapter of the thesis is entitled A Brief History of Land Value Taxation in Economic

Theory. The issue of land rents and their taxation through a land value tax (LVT) was as a hotly

debated topic in economic theory since classical age and until the early twentieth century, when it mostly

vanished as a research subject. I provide a brief history of the evolution of the concept of land value

taxation in economic theory in order to understand the reasons why it fell out of favor as a research

subject in the literature. I identify this outcome as being a consequence of developments both inside and

outside academia.

The second chapter is entitled Tax Housing or Land? Distributional Effects of Property Tax-

ation in Germany. Despite its theoretical merits, Land Value Taxation is not a common policy in-

strument. One of the main reasons is uncertainty regarding its distributional impacts. Using a general

equilibrium model with heterogeneous agents calibrated to an unique household level dataset of German

homeowners in 2017, we assess the distributional effects of replacing a housing tax with a LVT. Our data

shows the share of land value in property value is 33%, on average, with considerable household hetero-

geneity, both within and across regions, and within income levels. We add to the empirical literature

by showing land values are more concentrated than property values, but, within regions, not as strongly

correlated with income, making it less progressive than a standard property tax for homeowners. Our

model is the first to allow for an efficiency-equity trade-off from the introduction of a revenue neutral LVT.

Results from the model show the introduction of a LVT increases residential investment substantially,

reducing housing rents and benefiting renters. It also leads to migration from urban regions, promoting

regional convergence. Landowners with high land holdings lose, in general, but most other landowners

across income levels benefit, especially in non-urban regions. Overall, introduction of a LVT increases

welfare, despite a minor regressive tendency in urban regions for homeowners.

The third chapter is entitled Credit Spirals: Spillovers between Firm and Household Borrowing

in a Small Open Economy. The paper deals with an open economy model of financial crisis with

sudden stops, but featuring both household and firm borrowing. So far, the literature has mostly ignored

the effects of joint borrowing for financial stability. The model features occasionally binding borrowing

constraints and shows how borrowing decisions in one sector can reinforce standard capital flows and

increase the volatility of collateral asset through strategic complementarities, beyond what standard

financial accelerator models would predict. These spillovers can lead to sharper reductions in borrowing

and consumption during sudden stop events.
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Chapter 1

Abstract

The issue of land rents and their taxation through a land value tax (LVT) was as

a hotly debated topic in economic theory since classical age of economics and until the

early twentieth century, when it mostly vanished as a research subject. Today, land value

taxation is still commonly endorsed in principle by renowned economists as a desirable

fiscal instrument, but research remains scarce. I provide a brief history of the evolution of

the concept of land value taxation in economic theory in order to understand the reasons

why it fell out of favor as a research subject in the literature. I argue this outcome was

driven by developments both inside and outside academia. Within academia, more than

the explicit attempts to oppose land value taxation, the most crucial development was the

emergence of the conceptualization of a dual input theory of economics, where land was

indistinguishable from other types of capital. Outside academia, the social and political

context of the fiercely ideological twentieth century helped suppress research into taxation

of land values, an idea which possessed some socialist connotations.

Keywords: Land, Land Value Taxation, Property Taxation, Economic History.
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1.1 Introduction

The taxation of land value debate has a long history in Economics, with staunch sup-

porters and critics. It has been endorsed by some of the biggest names in the history of

Economics as possessing all the characteristics of an “ideal” tax: fair, efficient, easy to

collect, and difficult to avoid.

The idea of taxing land value was prominently featured in the works of the most

renowned classical economists and encountered its champion in Henry George, an Amer-

ican journalist and political economist of the late nineteenth century. Through Progress

and Poverty, published in 1879, his ideas shaped the political and economic debate

through the end of the nineteenth and beginning of the twentieth centuries, especially in

the United States and Great Britain. However, after the first World War, the popularity of

the issue both among economists and politicians faded. Today, the topic reemerges only

timidly and infrequently, even though some contemporary world renowned economists

have recognized its merits.

This paper provides an account of the evolution of this debate throughout the his-

tory of economic thought in order to ascertain the reason behind why such a popular idea

among economists has garnered little attention during the last century in mainstream eco-

nomics. The reasons for this development are varied and their specific contribution hard

to quantify, but some complementary explanations are presented. I argue that, although

there was significant intellectual opposition to the idea of using land value taxation to

finance a considerable share of government expenditures, in response to the popularity

of Henry George’s ideas, the arguments brought forth by economists such as John B.

Clark were far from being convincing enough to settle the discussion. Instead, the dis-

interest in issues concerning land seems to have been more of an indirect consequence of

the widespread adoption of the dual input framework in economic theory, with labor and

capital aggregating all other types of input. The analytical tractability of such framework

allowed the modernization of economic thought through the Marginal Revolution, but im-

plicitly demoted land and natural resources from an input with particular characteristics,

different from productive capital, to just another form of capital.

The paper also discusses the social and political context of the twentieth century as

a factor in the eclipse of land value taxation from both academic literature and public

3



Chapter 1

discourse. The peak of popularity of LVT coincided with the emergence of Communism

in the world stage. It is not difficult to imagine how taxation of wealth in the form of land

values would be depicted as a socialist idea. Indeed, Henry George presented the land

value tax as such in his book, even if he was a firm believer in free markets, in general. As

politicians and academics in the west sought to distance themselves from socialist ideas,

the appeal of land value taxation waned. This effect only became stronger with the Cold

War. Despite some economists endorsing the general idea throughout the last century,

the body of serious academic work on the subject remained scarce.

This paper adds to the Literature by providing a summary of over two hundred years

of history of the concept of Land Value Taxation in economic History, mainly based on

the analysis of primary sources, for those who are not familiar with its history. This

paper also attempts to contextualize the issue by offering insights into the evolution of

the social and political environment which shaped the discussion. Previous Literature

on the history of this topic has focused on particular intervals, with an emphasis on the

contribution of Henry George in the late nineteenth century and the reaction against it in

the early twentieth century. Blaug (2000) and Cleveland (2012) are examples of papers

reviewing the works of Henry George. Foldvary (2008) and Gaffney (1993), offer a close

inspection of the arguments of marginalists against Land Value Taxation.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 tries to summarize the main

arguments of classical economists regarding land and rent; Section 3 provides a more

in-depth analysis of Henry George’s ideas in Progress and Poverty and their impact at

the time; Section 4 traces the evolution of the idea during the Marginalist Revolution,

focusing especially on the arguments which were successful in pushing the land taxation

discussion to the fringe of Economics; Section 5 accounts for post-marginalist takes on

the issue; Finally, Section 6 provides some concluding remarks.

1.2 The Classics

Adam Smith

The discussion of taxing land precedes even the classical economists. The French Phys-

iocracts, namely Quesnay and Mirabeau advocated the introduction of an unique tax,

4
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l’impot unique that should befall on landowners. The logic of de Riquetti marquis de

Mirabeau (1760) in Théorie de l’impot was that any taxes will just be passed from sector

to sector until they fall upon the net product of land. As they considered land to be

the only true source of wealth, the burden of taxation must ultimately be borne by the

landowner. So, it is most efficient and fairer to tax land rents directly, instead of levying

a complicated collection taxes on other inputs or trade.

Given his interactions with the Physiocrats during his lifetime, it is not surprising that

Adam Smith would discuss this topic at length in The Wealth of Nations (WoN). In the

first book of WoN, Smith (1776) writes:

As soon as the land of any country has all become private property, the land-

lords, like all other men, love to reap where they never sowed, and demand a

rent even for its natural produce.

This passage sets the tone for what is to come and testifies Smith’s antipathy towards

landowners. Smith heavily condemns the private appropriation of value that was created

by others in society:

Every improvement in the circumstances of the society tends either directly

or indirectly to raise the real rent of land, to increase the real wealth of the

landlord, his power of purchasing the labour, or the produce of the labour of

other people.

Smith then addresses in Book 5 the subject of taxing the rent of land:

Ground rents seem in this respect a more proper subject of peculiar taxation

than even the ordinary rent of land. (...) Ground-rents, so far as they exceed

the ordinary rent of land, are altogether owing to the good government of the

sovereign. (...) Nothing can be more reasonable than that a fund which owes

its existence to the good government of the state should be taxed peculiarly, or

should contribute something more than the greater part of other funds towards

the support of that government.

Smith goes on to argue, not only that it is fair, but also that to tax land rent is

economically efficient:
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A tax upon ground-rents would not raise the rent of houses. It would fall alto-

gether upon the owner of the ground-rent, who acts always as a monopolist and

exacts the greatest rent which can be got for the use of the ground.

Among the classical economists, Smith is probably the most extreme in advocating

for taxing land value. However, others also contributed decisively to the discussion.

David Ricardo

The analysis of rent by Ricardo (1821) in his On the Principles of Political Economy and

Taxation marks a step forward from Smith. He tackles the problem more clearly, defining

what he means by rent as

(...) that portion of the produce of the earth which is paid to the landlord for the

use of the original and indestructible powers of the soil.

This is an important concept, as it distinguishes this Ricardian rent from rent as it

was taken to mean in general: the full payment made by a tenant to a landlord and thus

including compensation regarding the improvements made upon the land itself. Ricardo

argues, concerning Ricardian rent,

A tax on rent would affect rent only; it would fall wholly on landlords, and could

not be shifted to any class of consumers.

However, he recognizes the same does not hold true for in the case of a tax on the

total rent paid by tenants, which would create negative incentives for production and

investment. Furthermore, he appears to side with Smith in relation to the competing

interests of landowners and the rest of society:

In a progressive country, (...) the landlord not only obtains a greater produce, but

a larger share. (...) the interest of the landlord is always opposed to the interest

of every other class in the community. His situation is never so prosperous as

when food is scarce and deal.

Later, in chapter 12, Ricardo establishes the equivalence between a rent tax and a

land-tax that varies in proportion to the respective rent:
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A land-tax, levied in proportion to the rent of land, and varying with every vari-

ation of rent, is in effect a tax on rent.

He argues from here that, conversely, any other type of land-tax will necessarily harm

production, just as a tax on total rent would.

Despite his considerations on the interests of landlords and the importance his Law of

Rent would have on the development of a theory of rent/land taxation, Ricardo himself

does not delve into the desirability of such a taxation system as explicitly as Adam Smith

or even John Stuart Mill after him. It seems a reason for this is some skepticism on the

ability to identify which share of the rent is tied to “the original and indestructible powers

of the soil”.

John Stuart Mill

Mill (1872), in his Principles of Political Economy, begins by arguing land ownership is

less justifiable than the ownership of other wealth and worries about the intrinsic injustice

brought about by the private appropriation of increasing land wealth.

No man made the land. It is the original inheritance of the whole species. Its

appropriation is wholly a question of general expediency. When private property

in land is not expedient, it is unjust. (...) it is some hardship to be born into the

world and to find all nature’s gifts previously engrossed, and no place left for the

new-comer.

Mill held that the extra payment for the use of land was the result of the increasing

density of population and should be returned to the state, through a tax upon rent, which

would increase as the increase in population further raised the level of rent.

Landlords grow rich in their sleep without working, risking or economizing. The

increase in the value of land, arising as it does from the efforts of an entire

community, should belong to the community and not to the individual who might

hold title.

Moreover, Mill, like Smith before him, arrives at the conclusion that a tax on rent is

also economically efficient:
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A tax on rent falls wholly on the landlord. There are no means by which he can

shift the burden upon anyone else.

However, Mill regards as unfair using as a tax base the total current value of the land,

as it would betray the expectations of those who previously purchased land unaware of

the future tax they would have to bear. Thus, it should be noted that Mill does not go

as far as Smith in the sense that he believed the purpose of the rent tax was to return to

the state the value of future increments and only these were to serve as the base for the

tax.

From the present date, or any subsequent time at which the legislature may think

fit to assert the principle, I see no objection to declaring that the future increment

of rent should be liable to special taxation; in doing which all injustice to the

landlords would be obviated.

The ideas of Smith, Ricardo and Mill influenced all economic thinkers that came after

them, but one in particular saw in their considerations about land and rent the formula

to build a more prosperous and equitable society.

1.3 Henry George and Rise to Prominence

Henry George’s contribution to the land value taxation debate is so great, it merits its

own chapter in this analysis. George was an American journalist and political economist

who took the teachings of Smith, Mill and Ricardo and developed them to emerge as

the champion of land value taxation. Indeed, George went even beyond the classics by

arguing this should become the sole source of revenue for the government, an idea which

would become known as the “Single Tax”.

George did not take part in the mathematical revolution that characterized economics

in the end of the XIX century. Instead, in his magnum opus, Progress and Poverty, George

(1886) writes in the style of the classics.

The impact of Progress and Poverty in the land taxation issue was so great at the time

that the idea land/resource rents should be captured for public use or shared, substituting

taxes on labor and investment, became known as Georgism, and its proponents Georgists.

The book sold millions of copies, surpassed in the 1890s only by the Bible, and is reported

8
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to have inspired many to devote their lives to the study of economics.

George’s motivation in writing the book came from observing the economic develop-

ments in the US. During the 19th century there was a huge increase in wealth-producing

power. People naturally expected that this would bring about the end of poverty. How-

ever, this was not the case. Indeed, in many cities, poverty and crime increased instead.

In the introduction, George indicates this as the main question to be addressed in his

book.

This association of poverty with progress is the great enigma of our times.

In book II, George spends some time discussing the ideas of Malthus and others who

tried to explain the phenomenon of persistent poverty, despite progress. He concludes

they are flawed, setting the stage for his own view on the subject.

For Henry George, the term wealth means anything of value produced by human effort.

Thus, land and its raw resources are not wealth. In his view, wealth is comprised of

(...) natural products that have been secured, moved, combined, separated, or in

other ways modified by human exertion, so as to fit them for gratification of human

desires.

Following classical tradition, George identifies three inputs of economic activity in

creating wealth: land, labor, and capital. The payments to these inputs are, respectively,

rents, wages, and interest. He follows Ricardo in claiming that population growth pushes

the margin onto increasingly inferior land, channeling more and more rent to landlords,

leaving less and less for interest and wages. George’s fixation with land often leads him

to pool labor and capital in his analysis, generally assuming wages and interest would

move together. But he goes further than Ricardo, adding large landholders, whom he

calls land monopolists, hold good land out of use, usually for speculation purposes, due

to the natural upward trend in the value of land caused by the increase in population.

George describes it in the beginning of chapter IV of Book IV as

(...) the confident expectation of the future enhancement of land values, which

arises in all progressive countries from the steady increase of rent, and which

leads to speculation, or the holding of land for a higher price than it would then

otherwise bring.

9
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This way, landowners act as monopolists because they withhold their land from the

productive process in the hope of higher prices, and thus rent, much as a monopolist

withholds production in the hope of an increase in price, hurting consumers. The conse-

quence is lower production and wealth than what would be optimal for society. Moreover,

the increase in the value of rent is, by Ricardian logic, captured from wages and interest.

However, George does not venture into explaining how this seemingly collusive behavior

of landowners arises. Assuming all other landowners were withholding their lands, any

given particular landowner would have incentive to capitalize on the inflated price of land

and rent out their own, capturing rent immediately with little impact on the aggregate

price. Perhaps the best explanation for this imprecision is the use of the word monopoly

by George cannot be taken too literally, in today’s context. Perhaps land oligopoly would

have been a more accurate description. Or perhaps he is implicitly considering there are

costs to the search for a tenant to their lands, which makes withholding the land and

waiting for the price to increase more attractive. It is unclear. Nevertheless, this land

monopoly dynamic is the bedrock of George’s theory.

From the identification of the land monopoly problem, George arrives at the answer

to his initial paradox. In the beginning of chapter V he writes,

A consideration of the manner in which the speculative advance in land values cuts

down the earnings of labor and capital and checks production leads, I think, irre-

sistibly to the conclusion that this is the main cause of those periodical industrial

depressions to which every civilized country, and all civilized countries together,

seem increasingly liable.

He acknowledges other minor causes may exist. but maintains this is the fundamental

question to be addressed, only to follow in book VI with his remedy:

To extirpate poverty, to make wages what justice commands they should be, the full

earnings of the laborer, we must therefore substitute for the individual ownership

of land a common ownership. Nothing else will go to the cause of the evil - in

nothing else is there the slightest hope.

He goes on to reinforce the idea by addressing the moral dimension of the problem,

saying:
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There is on earth no power which can rightfully make a grant of exclusive own-

ership in land. If all existing men were to unite to grant away their equal rights,

they could not grant away the right of those who follow them. For what are we

but tenants for a day?

George then discusses whether the plan of nationalizing land would be unfair to current

landowners in the way envisioned by John Stuart Mill. He disagrees with Mill vehemently,

arguing:

Mr. Mill’s plan for nationalizing the future “unearned increase in the value of

land," by fixing the present market value of all lands and appropriating to the state

future increase in value, would not add to the injustice of the present distribution

of wealth, but it would not remedy it.

He goes on to make a comparison between land nationalization and the abolition of

slavery, stating that no compensation was given to slave-owners, nor should it have been,

since slavery itself was immoral.

The anti-slavery movement in the United States commenced with talk of compen-

sating owners, but when four millions of slaves were emancipated, the owners got

no compensation, nor did they clamor for any.

Finally, George turns to the application of his remedy. He acknowledges appropriation

of all the land by the state would be unfeasible, putting forward an alternative, but

equivalent solution. He argues a tax on land values could capture rents and would also have

all the desirable characteristics put forward by Adam Smith in The Wealth of Nations: i)

fair; ii) efficient; iii) easy to collect; and iv) difficult to avoid. This tax would amount to a

rent payed by privates to society for the use of the land, which ultimately does belong to

the entire community. Furthermore, George claimed the value of the land was so vast that

taxing land would be enough for any government to operate, doing away with existing

taxes and improving economic efficiency further.

The tax upon land values is, therefore, the most just and equal of all taxes. It falls

only upon those who receive from society a peculiar and valuable benefit, and upon

them in proportion to the benefit they receive. It is the taking by the community,
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for the use of the community, of that value which is the creation of the community.

(...). Then, but not till then, will labor get its full reward, and capital its natural

return.

In the conclusion to the book, Henry George acknowledges the difficulty in bringing

about such a revolutionary change to society. History would prove him right in this regard.

While Progress and Poverty makes a generally compelling case for the implementation

of a Land Value Tax, its assertion that the dimension of the problem of land monopoly

dwarfs all others seems to be supported by little else beyond belief. George hopes this

to be self evident to the reader, providing as anecdotal evidence only his account of

different cities across in America in different stages of development. Empirical validation

of his claims would have surely amplified his ideas, although, obviously, data at the time

was extremely scarce. Nevertheless, he still managed to garner staunch and numerous

supporters both in America and in Europe, for a time.

By the turn of the century, the ideas of Henry George went beyond scholars and were

widespread in the political arena on both sides of the Atlantic. Georgist political parties

were formed in the US and Denmark, standing on the left of the political spectrum. In

1909, the People’s Budget, championed by future British prime minister Lloyd George

and a young Winston Churchill, included a proposal for the introduction of complete

land valuation and a 20% tax on increases in value when land changed hands, admittedly

inspired by the ideas of Henry George. This proposal was met with harsh criticism by

landowners and was ultimately shut down in the House of the Lords after having passed

in the House of Commons. Despite this defeat, Georgist ideas remained in the agenda in

the following years, having faded most notably with the advent of the first World War.

Unsurprisingly, large scale conflict proved to be an inappropriate setting to carry out a

substantial reform of the tax system. Georgist movements would never regain the political

notoriety they enjoyed in the beginning of the century.

Similarly, the ideas of Henry George ended up also fading away from the scientific

arena. To understand why and how, we must turn to the developments in economic

theory brought about by the Marginalist Revolution.
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1.4 The Marginalists and Fall from Grace

Walras and Pareto

The Marginalist Revolution, especially since the second generation, would during the

beginning of the 20th century slowly erase the issue of land from mainstream economics.

However, that is not to say the idea of land taxation did not garner supporters among

those economists who introduced marginal analysis to economic thinking. Influenced by

his father, the early French Physiocrats, and the writings of Henry George himself, Walras

became a passionate Georgist. In his Etudes d’economie sociale; Theorie de la repartition

de la richesse sociale, Walras (1896) writes:

(...) the fact of the appreciation of the land rent in a progressive society is a

fact well proved by experience and well explained by reasoning, from which one

concludes that to leave lands to individuals, instead of reserving them for the state,

implies allowing a parasitical class taking advantage of the enrichment that should

instead satisfy the always growing demand for public services.

AsWalras continues, his words echo those of the classical economists and Henry George

before him.

After having let all social wealth fall into private property, efforts to obtain the

income of the state become futile. Just as the individual has no right to the rent

of land, the state has no right to an individual’s labor, wage, or products. It has

no right to the capital, earnings, or interest coming from labor. It has no right to

any property other than the rent of land.

However, Walras was not as extremist as Henry George in arguing for an expropriation

of land from its owners.

Vilfredo Pareto, successor of Walras to the chair of Political Economy at the University

of Lausanne, agreed with the general idea behind the right of the state to the rent of the

land, but he fundamentally rejected the dimension of the problem. In Cours d’Economie

Politique, Pareto (1897) writes:

(...) the economic importance of territorial capitals has been exaggerated up to
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the point of pretending that the principal cause of poverty is the fact that all lands

are occupied.

Despite Pareto’s understandable skepticism, there appears to have been some intel-

lectual support for land value taxation in the old continent even during the beginning of

the marginalist revolution. Indeed, the real opposition would come not from Europe, but

from the United States of America.

J. B. Clark

If Henry George was the champion of land value taxation, his most effective nemesis came

to be John Bates Clark. Clark (1888), entitled Capital and its Earnings, and Clark (1899),

entitled The Distribution of Wealth, led the assault on George by undercutting the basic

assumption of classical economics: the threefold division of inputs into land, labor, and

capital, arguing for a demotion of land as an input. He mentions Henry George several

times throughout his work and even acknowledges in one of the prefaces George’s role in

motivating him to write this work:

It was the claim advanced by Mr. Henry George, that wages are fixed by the product

which a man can create by tilling rentless land, that first led me to seek a method

by which the product of labor everywhere may be disentangled from the product of

cooperating agents and separately identified; and it was this quest which led to the

attainment of the law that is here presented, according to which the wages of all

labor tend, under perfectly free competition, to equal the product that is separately

attributable to the labor.

Indeed, Clark admitted one of the purposes of his work was to rebuke George’s ideas

which he called in the preface of Capital and its Earnings, published in 1888, “Agrarian

Socialism”. In a time when Marxist Socialism began to loom over the world, this was a

very successful negative marketing campaign. Clark begins Capital and its Earnings by

attempting to resort to common sense to justify his attack on land as a production factor

in itself.

Ask a manufacturer, “What is your capital?” and he will probably express his

answer in dollars. Ask him, “In what is your capital invested?” and he will
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specify the buildings, machines, land, materials, etc., in which his productive fund

now chances to be embodied. (...) Capital is, in this view, an abstract fund, the

destiny of which is to migrate through an endless series of outward forms.

Naturally, Clark carries this argument to the earnings of the inputs themselves.

A popular and accurate use of the term rent makes it describe the amount that

any concrete instrument earns. Thus, a building earns rent, as does the land on

which it stands; and so, in fact, does every machine or bit of raw material that

the building may contain.

Nevertheless, it still remains unclear how from here, even under the assumption that

land is not a factor of production in itself, the conclusion follows that a monopoly of a

particular type of capital (land), with particular characteristics, would never arise. Indeed,

Clark appears to recognize this. He admits there is a possibility for the emergence of a

land monopoly, of the sort described by Henry George. However, the solution to this

problem is simple: Enforce a free market of land, or, if that fails, have the state intervene

by purchasing the monopolized land.

The free sale of land affords the practical safeguard against monopoly. (...) Should

the free sale of land fail, in the end, to counteract the growth of monopoly, should

landholdings become perilously large, a line of action is clearly within the scope

of the state’s authority. (...) If land, then, is anywhere dangerously monopolized,

take it, pay for it, and use it as you will.

The reason for which the landowners would be willing to forsake ownership of their

most prized asset for a price lower than that of the present value of their monopoly, or

how the State, or even private entities, would finance such an investment is something

Clark, unfortunately, does not share with the reader. As for George’s remedy, Clark seems

to dismiss it on moral grounds, above anything else. And he dismisses it quite rapidly.

Indeed, the word tax appears only four times in The Distribution of Wealth and only once

in Capital and its Earnings, also a testament to how efficient and fair Clark believed the

distribution of wealth arising from free market to be. A distribution so efficient and fair

it had little use for redistribution. Near the end of Capital and its Earnings, concerning

land taxation, Clark writes:
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What if it should leave every owner in possession of his land, and by taxing that

land up to its full rental rate, take all the value out of it? Would it be robbery? No;

it would be the quintessence of robbery. The act of the highwayman, who should

demand your money, take it from your purse and complacently present to you the

purse itself as the sole thing to which you have a right, would be in comparison a

mild offense.

In Clark’s view, there is no inherent unfairness in landowners capitalizing from the ever

increasing price of their land. In an attempt to normalize this phenomenon, he equates

it to owning a work of art:

Some things acquire elements of value by time. One of Raphael’s paintings would

be worth today, to an enterprising exhibitor, far more than the artist could ever

have gotten from it. Most land increases in value from year to year.

Clark ignores the argument whereby the increase in value of a painting of Raphael

is not necessarily and directly caused by the investments of elements of the community

other than the owner of the work of art, the way land increases value when the state or

other private agents choose to build infrastructures in its vicinity, and that to tax these

increases in value is argued to be an attempt to capture the returns of the investments of

the community for the benefit of the community.

At the same time, Clark tries to understate the relative importance of what Ricardo

dubbed “the original and indestructible powers of the soil”, which should serve as the

basis for land-value taxation.

Land is an aggregation of three kinds of utility. It has properties that man did not

create and cannot destroy; it has others that mankind, by collective action, create;

and still others that individuals impart by the direct labor of improvement. Rent

is paid for utilities of the second and third kinds. Those qualities of the soil that

are in the fullest sense original and indestructible,(...) have, at present, no direct

influence on rent.

This argument follows heavily from Clark’s opinion that the location of piece of land

is not part of its original properties. He argues:

Location is an element that determines the rent of land; but it is location relative
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to a market. This can scarcely be termed an “original" property of land (...)

Again, Clark appears not to take into account the argument of capturing to the pub-

lic purse the externalities brought upon by investments of other parties other than the

landowner, in this case the investment into the creation of a market in the vicinity of the

hypothetical piece of land.

Clark ends Capital and its Earnings by restating the immorality of trying to appropri-

ate the rent of any individual’s private property, land or otherwise. In The Distribution

of Wealth he repeats many of these points while building a theory that supports the claim

that labor and capital receive fair shares of the wealth in the productive process. In this

argument, Clark is more convincing in rebuking Georgist simplistic views that labor and

capital are doomed to poverty.

Other economists, such as Herbert J. Davenport and Richard T. Ely, soon rallied with

J. B. Clark. One of the most passionate, was Frank Fetter, who participated in a debate

with Alfred Marshall, both through his Principles of Economics (1904) and a number

of journal articles. Fetter (1927) defended Clark’s position that land is not theoretically

distinct from capital. Fetter argued that such a distinction was impractical, stating that

The notion that it is a simple matter to distinguish between the yield of natural

agents and that of improvements is fanciful and confusing. (...) The objective

classification of land and capital as natural and artificial agents is a task that

always must transcend the human power of discrimination.

Indeed, there seems to be little originality in Fetter’s work. Nevertheless, his and

others’ militancy on the issue sufficed.

In the end, the idea that it was not necessary to treat land and capital as a separate

inputs prevailed. Ironically, it seems it was the acceptance of this conceptualization of

the economic problem which ultimately mattered more for the defeat of the idea of land

value taxation, rather than the concrete arguments against it. The teaching of economics

embraced the production function with two inputs (labor and capital) as the benchmark

of economic theory. The desirable mathematical tractability of working with two inputs

was most likely not innocent in this development. Indeed, Solow would joke in 1955

saying “if God had meant there to be more than two factors of production, He would have
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made it easier for us to draw three dimensional diagrams.” In addition to all this, the

next decades would mark a preference for taxing labor and consumption over capital,

culminating in the Atkinson-Stiglitz theorem of capital taxation in 1976. Aided by the

fears of socialist ideas in the western world, Clark and his neoclassical followers won the

battle against land value taxation. During the next decades, other economists would visit

its grave mostly to ensure it stayed buried.

1.5 Post Marginalists

When we move past the first quarter of the XX century, it is harder to find scholars

that approached the issue of land/rent taxation with the same depth. Although many

economists expressed sympathetic opinions towards the idea of taxing land rent/value,

few appeared to have bothered to develop a systematic argument in its favor. Meanwhile,

the job of shutting down any remaining Georgist inspired theories was shared by the

Austrian and the Chicago Schools, guardians of laissez-faire.

Austrian School

In 1957, Murray Rothbard, student of Mises, published his book Economic Controversies

which includes a chapter entitled The Single Tax: Economic and Moral Implications and A

Reply to Georgist Criticisms. In the introduction of Rothbard (1957), it becomes obvious

that, by then, the discussion had mostly died out in most spheres.

Most present-day economists ignore the land question and Henry George alto-

gether. Land is treated as simply capital, with no special features or problems.

Yet there is a land question, and ignoring it does not lay the matter to rest. The

Georgists have raised, and continue to raise, questions that need answering. A

point-by-point examination of single tax theory is long overdue.

The Austrian school never bought into the neoclassical theory that land and capital

could be taken as the same input. Rothbard goes on to argues that land value taxation

is not just or efficient, still borrowing some of the arguments of Clark, nonetheless.

Rebuttal to this is in two parts: (a) land sites may be fixed, but so are Rembrandts.
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Why not confiscate Rembrandt value? (b) physical land may be fixed, but the

service of supplying the land is not; it is the productive service by the site-owner

that generates value, and it will be gravely discouraged by taxes on land values.

Unsurprisingly, Rothbard’s attempt to rebutal an already dwindling theory did not

capture attentions.

Hayek appeared more ready to recognize the merits of the general idea behind land

value taxation, but attacked its implementation. In his Constitution of Liberty, Hayek

(1961) writes

There still exist some organized groups who contend that all these difficulties could

be solved by (...) transferring the ownership of all land to the community and

merely leasing it at rents determined by the market to private developers. This

scheme for the socialization of land is, in its logic, probably the most seductive

and plausible of all socialist schemes. If the factual assumptions on which it is

based were correct, (...) the argument for its adoption would be very strong.

Here, by factual assumptions, Hayek means the assumption that the value of the

land can be fleshed out from the value of the improvements made on the land. It is

also important to point out from this excerpt how Hayek dubs the issue as “a socialist

scheme” much as Clark and others before him. The irony is Henry George was very much

against a large government and that his Single Tax policy was originally meant to curb

the role of the State in society by getting rid of all the bureaucracy brought about by the

management of other taxes and simplifying it with a single tax on land value.

Meanwhile, from the other side, Karl Marx had reportedly described the same type

of ideas as “the last ditch of capitalism”. These stances are paradigmatic of the status

of Georgist ideas in a world after 1945, split between communism and capitalism: too

communist for capitalists, and too capitalist for communists.

Chicago School

Frank Knight, one of the founders of the Chicago school of economics, ferociously attacks

George in Review of The Philosophy of Henry George (1933) and some of his papers as

pointed out by Emmett (2008). Knight writes:
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Men do hold land “speculatively” for an expected increase in value. This is a

social service, tending to put ownership in the hands of those who know best how

to handle the land so that the value will increase. (...) They obviously do not

need to keep it idle to get the increase, and do not, if there is a clear opening for

remunerative use.

Like J. B. Clark before him, Knight’s faith in the free market’s ability to put the

right resources in the hands of the right people is unshakable. He goes on to dismiss the

statement that taxing land, as opposed to confiscation, is any improvement.

To collect such rent, the government would in practice have to compel the owner

actually to use the land in the best way, hence to prescribe its use in some de-

tail. Thus, we already see that the advantage of taxation over socialization of

management has practically disappeared.

In Risk, Uncertainty and Profit, Knight (1921) also argues the inelasticity of land

supply is not real, and that land can be “produced”.

This dogma of unconditional fixity of supply was made the basis for the single-

tax propaganda. We cannot discuss this position at length, but must take space

to remark quite briefly that it is utterly fallacious. It should be self-evident that

when the discovery, appropriation, and development of new natural resources is an

open, competitive game, there is unlikely to be any difference between the returns

from resources put to this use and those put to any other. (...) Viewing as a whole

the historic process by which land is made available for productive employment, it

must be said to be “produced”.

In some senses, Knight’s views are thus even more extreme than his predecessors. Pos-

sibly a consequence of the little opposition he found on this subject by his contemporary

scholars.

However, not all of Knight’s disciples followed in his footsteps when it came to land

value taxation. In an interview in 1979, Milton Friedman said “There’s a sense in which

all taxes are antagonistic to free enterprise – and yet we need taxes. (...) So the question

is, which are the least bad taxes? In my opinion the least bad tax is the property tax on

the unimproved value of land, the Henry George argument of many, many years ago.”
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A noteworthy stance from an economist that is known for criticizing most forms of

taxation. Friedman goes on to advance his opinion on why any tax on property is so

unpopular: “It is the only tax for which people have to write a big check. (...) With

respect to the income tax we have arranged it so it is taken bit by bit and it’s almost

painless. With respect to the sales ta we a pay a little bit each time. With respect to

corporate tax and excise tax, they are hidden in the price of things we buy. In fact, I think

(...) if you wanted to reduce the unpopularity of the property tax, the way to do it would be

to provide an effective method whereby it could be withheld at source in small payments.”

Given this support by one as averse to taxation as Milton Friedman, it is not surprising

to find that many others have also at times, even though timidly, recognized the merit in

the ideas of the classic economists.

Timid Support

Joseph Stiglitz is one of the few who returned to the question of land taxation. Arnott

and Stiglitz (1979) showed that, under certain conditions, investments in public goods

increase aggregate land rents by at least as much as the cost of investment, a result that

came to be known as the Henry George theorem. Basically, it characterizes how a tax

on land values can, under certain conditions, be both efficient and also sufficient to fully

finance the optimal level public expenditures. Still, this result had relatively little impact

in the field of public economics.

More recently, the land taxation discussion has featured in more applied policy anal-

ysis. In Mirrlees et al. (2011), entitled Reforming the Tax System for the 21st Century:

The Mirrlees Review, a report coordinated by reputed public economist James Mirrlees,

and described as an attempt to identify the characteristics of a good tax system for any

open developed economy in the 21st century, the chapter on taxation of land and property

concludes with:

There is a strong case for introducing a land value tax. In the foreseeable fu-

ture, this is likely to mean focusing on finding ways to replace the economically

damaging business rates system with a land value tax.

Despite this endorsement, the report notes the introduction of such a reform would
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have to be phased in carefully.

Other notable twentieth century economists are reported to have expressed positive

views regarding the idea of land value taxation. This list includes names such as Paul

Samuelson, Robert Solow, John Kenneth Galbraith, James Tobin, Franco Modigliani and

William Vickrey, to name a few. Some of these economists went as far as to sign an open

letter in 1990, during the fall of the Soviet Union, addressed to Gorbachev, urging the

leader not to make the same mistake as western countries when it comes to privatization

of land. They write:

(...) there is a danger that you will adopt features of our economies that keep us

from being as prosperous as we might be. In particular, there is a danger that you

may follow us in allowing most of the rent of land to be collected privately. It

is important that the rent of land be retained as a source of government revenue.

While the governments of developed nations with market economies collect some of

the rent of land in taxes, they do not collect nearly as much as they could, and they

therefore make unnecessarily great use of taxes that impede their economies–taxes

on such things as incomes, sales and the value of capital.

However, these renowned economists have not contributed decisively to the academic

literature on the subject. Whether this was because they considered the merits of the

idea to be too self evident to bother, because they feared some stigma for actively taking

a controversial position, because they did not come up with the right models to argue

in its favor, or simply because they found other areas of economic research to be more

worthwhile, is unclear. Land value taxation, once an unavoidable topic in the profession,

remains on the fringe of Economics.

1.6 Concluding Remarks

While it is impossible to identify a single cause to justify the disappearance of the discus-

sion from mainstream economics, a list of causes can be advanced. First, it is clear the

ideas of Henry George suffered from a lack of mathematical formality. In an age where

calculus took Economics by storm, Progress and Poverty did not conform to the standards

of the new elite in Economics.
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Second, Henry George was not convincing enough in his argument that the issue of

land was the defining problem in society, making it easier for opponents to dismiss it as

secondary.

Third, the remedy proposed by George getting rid of all other taxes was probably too

extreme and easy to caricaturize. This would have become increasingly true as the size of

government increased as it invariably did across developed countries in the 20thcentury.

Fourth, and perhaps the most important regarding the disinterest in Academia, getting

rid of one of the classic three factors of production was useful for analytic purposes. Land

was the obvious candidate. The impact of demoting land certainly must have had an

impact on its perceived importance and subdued interest concerning its impact on the

wealth and welfare of societies.

Finally, and perhaps one of the most important reasons for its fall from grace from

the public sphere, was its proximity to communist and socialist ideas. Moreover, the

accusative tone with which George and the some of the classics talked about landowners

must have helped in creating a revolutionary tone similar to those espoused by pure

socialists.

Despite these problems, land-value taxation did manage to achieve preponderance in

the political debate for a time. However, the political environment was rarely adequate

to perform such a deep revolution in taxation, either due to war or because the economy

was growing robustly, so, over time, these ideas were abandoned.

Taxation of land was common in the pre-industrial era, but since then, society de-

veloped an aversion against taxation of wealth of any kind. Common conception is that

one’s wealth was acquired using income that has been previously taxed, so to tax the

wealth again would be unfair, and a form of double taxation. There is no doubt any

attempt to implement a system of land value taxation would entail considerable, if not

insurmountable challenges. Nevertheless, the grounds on which the marginalists and the

laissez-faire schools managed to utterly dismiss the debate of land value taxation are

generally dubious, to say the least. That their arguments held sway among economists,

and that potentially meritorious ideas were cast aside because of it, speaks negatively on

the ability of the members of the economics profession to abstract from their ideological

prejudices. A serious revisiting of these ideas in the context of modern economies would
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be welcomed.
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Abstract

Despite its theoretical merits, Land Value Taxation (LVT) is not a common policy

instrument. One of the main reasons is uncertainty regarding its distributional impacts.

Using a general equilibrium model with heterogeneous agents calibrated to an unique

household level dataset of German homeowners in 2017, we assess the distributional ef-

fects of replacing a tax on house values with a LVT. Our data shows the share of land

value in property value to be 33%, on average, with considerable household heterogeneity,

both within and across regions, and also within income levels. Land values are more

concentrated than property values, but, within regions, not as strongly correlated with

income, making it less progressive than a standard property tax for homeowners. Re-

sults from the model show the introduction of a LVT increases residential investment

substantially, reducing housing rents and benefiting renters. It also leads to migration

from urban regions, promoting regional convergence. Landowners with high land hold-

ings lose, in general, but most other landowners across income levels benefit, especially

in non-urban regions. Overall, introduction of a LVT increases welfare, despite a minor

regressive tendency in urban regions for homeowners.

Keywords: Land, Housing, Land Value Taxation, Property Taxation, Distributional

Assessment
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2.1 Introduction

Land value taxation (LVT) is a type of property taxation which falls solely on the unim-

proved value of land, as opposed to standard property tax regimes which take the total

value of property (unimproved land plus structures built upon it) as tax base. Since Adam

Smith, numerous economists have pointed to the benefits of LVT over standard property

taxation. Most importantly, being physically more inelastic than housing, land provides

a far less distortionary revenue source for governments. In the present context of soaring

public debt, the need to study growth friendly forms of taxation has never been higher.

Despite its theoretical merits, LVT is not widely used2. One reason for the small

number of LVT regimes is that, historically, a standard property tax is perceived as more

progressive. The implicit idea is that standard property taxation includes an additional

part of a household’s wealth in the tax base, in the form of structures. Due to this addi-

tional component, property values are commonly perceived as a better tag for prosperity

than land values. However, in the last years, this view has been under scrutiny. The issue

of land value appreciation has been identified as one of the main drivers of increasing

wealth inequality through the channel of housing wealth .3 These findings suggest taxing

land values could, in general, be an effective way to redistribute from the top of the wealth

distribution to the rest.

Empirical evidence is scarce and inconclusive. Some attempts have been made to

evaluate the distributional impact of a LVT in different US metropolitan areas. The

studies find conflicting evidence and suffer from data limitation problems. In this regard,

the empirical literature on the distributional impact of a LVT is not yet settled. Our

project contributes to this literature, offering fresh evidence from a unique data set for

one of the bigger OECD countries, Germany, which collects detailed official data on land

values.

At the same time, the lack of sound empirical evidence has also inhibited the de-

velopment of complementary solid theoretical framework which can account for general

2In 2019, from the 36 OECD countries only Denmark, Estonia and Lithuania use some form of LVT.
3Rognlie (2015) demonstrates that Piketty’s increasing share of capital income is, for the most part,

a consequence of increasing value of housing. Furthermore, as pointed out by Stiglitz (2015a), this trend
in housing wealth is driven primarily by the location premium, rather than by increases in construction
costs, meaning land value accounts for an increasing share of total housing value and that its distribution
is becoming increasingly more unequal.
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equilibrium effects on prices of housing and land which would arise under a LVT. We

construct such a model using the insights from our empirical analysis.

Armed with high quality data and a theoretical model, we provide an answer to the

main research question of the paper: What are the aggregate and distributional impacts

of replacing a housing tax with a land value tax in a developed country?

Despite housing being the most important asset for the majority of households, the

necessary decomposition of house value has never been attempted in the literature with

this level of detail, as data on land values is scarce. Our newly collected data set is superior

to previous sources on two dimensions. First, instead of relying on own estimation to

determine land values, we use official land value estimates directly, which are primarily

based on the sale of empty lots of land4. Second, so far there exists no data set linking

households’ land values to other characteristics like income. We overcome this problem

by using a geo-match approach to add data on land values to a high quality household

survey containing a representative sample of German households.

However, a policy experiment based solely on current observed valuations of housing

and land implicitly assumes a shift in property taxation policy would have no impact

on market prices of housing and land. This is unlikely, as a shift towards land taxation

eliminates the implicit capital tax on structures, presumably leading to higher structure

accumulation in steady state, increasing housing supply and decreasing housing prices,

while, at the same time, increasing the marginal productivity of land in the economy.

To address this, we build a general equilibrium theoretical model which can replicate our

main empirical findings and allow for more quantitatively accurate policy experiments.

The model features infinitely lived homogeneous Renters and heterogeneous owner-

occupiers (Landowners), who differ with respect to their productivity and land holdings.

Landowners thus face an intertemporal problem where higher structure investment leads

to higher house value and thus higher tax burden under a housing tax, but not a land tax.

Renters buy housing services from a representative housing firm which also pays property

taxes and faces a similar intertemporal problem to the landowners.

In order to capture stark regional disparities in land values, the model features two

4Estimation of land values can easily lead to bias, if a researcher’s estimation procedure structurally
differs from the potential official procedure, especially if the market for unimproved lots is thin.
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regions, one where consumption good sector has high productivity and land is scarce

(Urban) and one with low productivity and abundant land (Rural). Renters can move

between regions to ensure real wage equalization. Modest differences in productivity can

lead to large differences in land price and land value shares. The model is calibrated so

that low income landowners have higher land value shares, on average, mimicking our

empirical findings. This renders low income households the potential losers from the

policy and creates a potential efficiency-equity trade-off due to higher marginal utility of

low income households.

Empirical results first focus on identifying the distribution of land and property value

independently. We find the differences between both distributions to be significant. In

particular, land values are much more concentrated than property values. While for

property values the Gini-coefficient is 0.35, for land values we find the coefficient to be

0.48, suggesting the distribution of tax burdens would be more concentrated under a LVT.

In a next step, we compute the land to property value ratio, the Land Value Share,

for each household in our sample. We demonstrate that a household’s Land Value Share,

in relation to the average Land Value Share, is a sufficient statistic to determine winners

and losers from a revenue-neutral switch to a LVT. A household with a Land Value Share

lower than the average wins under a LVT regime and vice versa. Accordingly, if the Land

Value Share was the same across households, a switch in tax regimes would not trigger

any change in tax burden. We find the distribution of the Land Value Share exhibits

a sizable variance around the sample mean of 33%, showing a switch in the tax regime

triggers significant changes in burden for a large part of the population. In numbers, tax

burden differs by at least 22% for half of the population. Relating those differences in tax

burden to household income constitutes the distributional assessment of a LVT, the main

objective of this paper.5

A prevalent characteristic of property taxation is its regional scope. In most countries

property taxes are levied on a sub-federal level, in Germany it is one of the most important

municipal taxes. We find substantial regional variation in average land value shares. For

this reason, our main analysis works under the assumption of regional revenue-neutrality.

Imposing that restriction, we estimate the income elasticity of Land Value Share to be

5Our data shows both LVT and property taxation to be progressive in nature. The distributional
analysis, is therefore, designed to determine which of the two is more progressive.
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-0.155. This means households with higher incomes statistically have lower land value

shares, indicating a regressive impact of a LVT, compared to a property tax.

Results from the model show that, on aggregate, a LVT increases structures investment

substantially, leading to more housing and lower rents. Moreover, these effects seem to

be more pronounced in the rural region, where land scarcity is not an issue. This leads to

some migration from the urban region and fosters regional convergence. Renters in both

regions benefit from the switch in regime due to the lower price of housing. Unsurprisingly,

landowners with the highest land holdings tend to lose with the measure. Overall, social

welfare improve under a LVT, driven mostly by increased utility of renters and landowners

in rural regions.

This paper contributes to the literature on several fronts. On the empirical side, it

provides a valuable identification of the household level distribution of land and property

values in a major developed country and the estimation of the distributional impacts

of land value taxation and property taxation in relation to their progressivity. On the

theoretical side, it develops a general equilibrium model which can replicate the inter

and intra-regional heterogeneity which determines the distributional outcomes of different

property tax regimes.

Besides the main contributions, we identify other relevant secondary contributions.

First, the construction of a novel household level dataset with information on property

and land holdings. Second, the computation of relevant measures of land value at the

regional level, enabling the estimation of total taxable land value and revenue neutral land

value tax rates for Germany. Finally, the decomposition of income elasticities of housing

into income elasticities of structures and land value.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 discusses the literature on

distributional aspects of land value taxation. Section 3 explains the construction of the

data set used in our analysis. Section 4 presents a regional level empirical analysis.

Section 5 contains the empirical distributional assessment at the household level. Section

6 presents the theoretical model. Section 7 contains the results from the model. Finally,

Section 8 concludes.
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2.2 Literature Review

Theoretical literature addressing the gains of implementing a LVT is relatively abundant.

Standard property taxation contains an implicit tax on capital which hinders the accu-

mulation of housing capital in the form of structures, creating an inefficiently low level of

housing supply in the economy. In contrast, LVT taxes an asset in (quasi) fixed supply,

so that a switch in tax base would remove the physical distortion. Aura and Davidoff

(2012), for example, show how optimal property tax rates increase with the share of pure

land rents to structures. Brueckner and Kim (2003) show how property tax distortions

encourage inefficient urban sprawl when substitution between housing and other goods is

low, unlike land taxation.

Empirically, there have been some successful attempts to assess the impact on housing

supply of switching from a property tax to a LVT. These papers usually rely on using

policy changes in specific cities where property taxation follows a two-rate system, taxing

land and structures at different rates. Oates and Schwab (1997) focuses on the case of

Pittsburgh in the US during the 1980s. Results show strong evidence that switching to-

wards more land value taxation increases construction and overall housing supply against

a control group of other cities with similar characteristics, corroborating theoretical ar-

guments. Banzhaf and Lavery (2010) look at a panel of land uses and demographics in

Pennsylvania and confirm the split-rate tax raises the capital/land ratio.

Although our paper focuses on the distributional impact of LVT, the model is built to

incorporate efficiency gains from LVT due to housing taxes hindering the accumulation of

housing structures. This channel allows for changes in equilibrium prices which influence

the distributional outcomes.

Land value tax has been demonstrated to have other benefits. In their seminal work,

Arnott and Stiglitz (1979) show that, under some conditions, investment in public goods

can increase aggregate land rents and raises enough revenue to finance the (optimally

chosen) level of public investment through a LVT, a result dubbed Henry George Theorem.

Taxation of land rents has also been linked to economic growth. Building on Feldstein

(1977), Petrucci (2015) outlines the theoretical conditions in which substituting capital

and labor taxes with a LVT can foster wealth accumulation and economic growth.
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Theoretical pros of LVT have justified its endorsement both in the literature and fiscal

policy reports. Mirrlees et al. (2011), in an large scope effort to identify the desirable

characteristics of a modern tax system in an open developed economy, conclude there is

a strong case for the introduction of a land value tax as the primary form of property

taxation and a relevant source of public revenue. However, as identified in Norregaard

(2013) using a survey of property taxation regimes for a large sample of countries, taxes

on property, in general, and immovable property in particular, remain a small fraction of

total government revenues, on average. Reasons include salience of property tax, difficulty

in the implementation of a valuation system and uncertain distributional impact.

Recently, more attention has been devoted to the link between land values and in-

equality. At a macro level, Stiglitz (2015b) identifies upward trend in value of land rents

to be, alongside rents from market power, one of the root causes of wealth inequality iden-

tified by Piketty. The primary focus of the literature dealing with heterogenous impacts

of a LVT focuses on generational heterogeneity through the use of Overlapping Gener-

ations models. The seminal paper in this strand of literature is Buiter (1989). More

recent papers using this type of models are Petrucci (2015), Edenhofer et al. (2013), and

Koethenbuerger and Poutvaara (2009). These papers address the impact of switching

from labor income to land value taxation and, in general, demonstrate all generations,

except for the owners of land at the time of the reform, benefit from the change. And

even current land holders can benefit under certain conditions, namely if the increase in

demand due to decreases in income taxation is large enough.

Papers dealing with distributional impacts of replacing a housing tax with a LVT

across income levels are far more scarce. Schwerhoff et al. (2020) identifies the potential

for an efficiency-equity trade-off in a theoretical setting, but lacks the empirical analysis

to determine if the trade-off exists.

Empirically, evidence is scare and inconclusive. Few attempts have been made to quan-

tify the distributional aspects of taxing land values instead of property values. England

and Zhao (2005) and Plummer (2010) study changes in two-rate property tax systems

and find conflicting results regarding the progressivity of the measure. The former finds

evidence for a regressive tendency in the case of New Hamphshire, and the latter finds

moving to a LVT in Texas would be slightly more progressive, while also shifting the
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tax burden away from single-family properties and unto other property classes. However,

these papers rely on regional level data and thus are unable to pick up on cases of low

income households in high income regions or vice-versa. We contribute to the literature

by showing there is substantial household heterogeneity in property and land values even

within narrow geographical areas and relate it to income levels.

Another relevant strand of literature deals with the problem of land valuation and

potential revenues from land taxation. Larson (2015) estimates total value of land in the

United states to be 23$ trillion in 2009, roughly 1.5 times GDP. Albouy et al. (2018) do

the same for US metropolitan areas in 2006 and find land values are more than twice

GDP, with a prevailing upward trend. These numbers are consistent with annual total

land rents (and thus potential LVT revenue) between 5% and 10% of GDP. We perform

similar estimations using our data for Germany using official land values estimates with

high geographical precision and find a 1.2 land value to GDP ratio.

There has also been recent work on the issue in regards to Germany, specifically.

During recent discussions on the introduction of a LVT in Germany6, several policy reports

stressed the importance of distributional consequences while providing initial evidence.

A recent example of this kind is Fuest et al. (2018). The authors discuss distributional

consequences between households living in multiple and single family houses, showing a

LVT shifts a significant portion of the tax burden to single family house owners. Their

study assumes representative type of houses, so that they cannot discuss the idiosyncratic

differences in quality and size. Further, the authors are not able to quantitatively link

the propensity of living in a given type of house to a household’s income. We overcome

this problem with our superior data.

In summary, this paper marks a significant advancement in the literature both on

the empirical and theory fronts. Empirically, based on high quality official data at the

household level, we tease out the distribution of land value holdings from the distribution

of housing, and relate those distributions to household income, as well as estimate total

land value and revenue equivalent LVT rates. Theoretically, through the construction

of a model which incorporates the most relevant equilibrium channels and replicates the

6Property taxation in Germany is under a process of major reform. In early 2018, the German
constitutional court has ruled the property tax must be replaced. Economic research institutes pointed
to a LVT as an instrument to supersede it. In 2019, a new regime based on land values was approved.
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main empirical findings, we arrive at sounder and more complete quantitative policy

experiments regarding the implementation of a LVT.

2.3 Data

This section lays out in detail the construction of our unique data set, which allows us

to perform the distributional analysis in the paper. Such a breakdown of total housing

wealth in land and structures has not been attempted at a national scale. The data is

constructed by combining a household survey, a database of land values, a database of land

lots, and data on municipality characteristics. A diagram summarizing the construction

of the data can be found in Appendix A

2.3.1 Household Survey

The socioeconomic panel (SOEP) is a German household survey conducted by Deutsches

Institut für Wirtschaftsforschung (DIW). The SOEP provides the basic information on

households in our project. We use SOEP data from 2017 (wave 34). For our analysis, the

most important variables in the SOEP are those related to income and real estate property.

Monthly income is a standard variable in the SOEP included every year. Information

about property is less frequent as it is part of a specific wealth module which is only carried

out every five years, at last in 2017. In this module, households provide information

regarding their wealth holdings, including the value of their primary residence. The

information for house value is only provided by owner-occupiers. As primary residence

value is a necessary information for the later analysis, we are forced to restrict the sample

to owner-occupiers.

The SOEP does not include a decomposition of property value in land and structures

value. We use other sources of data to estimate the land component of the property value.

In this decomposition, we employ other information from the SOEP, like the number of

dwellings within the household’s housing structure.
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2.3.2 VALKIS + M

This section introduces the dataset we need to derive the land component of a household’s

property value, VALKIS + M. It combines information from three different data sources:

the German land registry (Amtliches Liegenschaftskataster); the official dataset on land

values (Bodenrichtwerte); and the German statistical offices’ regional data base (Region-

aldatenbank des Statistischen Bundesamtes). In this section, we introduce the individual

parts in isolation and describe how they are merge in order to generate the dataset we

called VALKIS + M.

2.3.2.1. ALKIS

ALKIS is the digitized version of the official German land registry. The smallest geo-

graphical unit entered in ALKIS is a lot. Our analysis proceeds by using the lot as the

unit of observation. For each lot, ALKIS contains information on the type of usage as

well as the addresses attributed to the lot. The usages range from residential, industrial

and commercial land to forests, rivers and streets. An address is attached to a lot for

every independent unit of housing that requires postal correspondence. Historically, a

lot describes an economic or contextual unit: a river, a street, a piece of residential land

owned by an individual. However, over time, this correspondence has been diluted, so

that currently ALKIS contains lots with multiple usages, e.g. lots with farmland and res-

idential land, as well as lots with multiple addresses. In order to later account for those

incongruities, we keep the information on the number of addresses and the type of usages

for all lots. Finally, ALKIS does not contain information on the size or characteristics of

any potential structures on the lot. An illustration of the precision of the ALKIS data

can be found in Appendix B.

In sum, we use ALKIS to generate a dataset with lots as the unit of observation. For

each lot, we have precise information on the usage as well as the number of addresses. The

geographic extent of our dataset spans the whole surface of five German states: Berlin,

Hamburg, Niedersachsen, Nordrhein-Westfalen, Thüringen. Data on the remaining states

was not available due to data privacy7. The states under consideration have a joint

population of about 35 million. The sample of states is representative, consisting of

7Each state has specific policies regarding the availability of this data.
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metropolitan as well as rural areas and states from former eastern and western Germany.

2.3.2.2. Official Land Value Data

Bodenrichtwerte are the results of annual assessments conducted by regional councils of

real estate experts (Gutachteraussschüsse für Immobilienwerte). They are used as measure

of land value throughout our project. In Germany, these land values are used frequently

by banks to determine the value of a collateral or in insolvency proceedings to assess the

wealth of a defaulting debtor. In the context of the current policy debate on the property

tax reform in Germany, Bodenrichtwerte are designated to be used as a main source of

information to assess a household’s future tax burden. The derivation of the land values

is twofold.

First, the regional councils define land value zones as narrow geographical areas for

which the land value does not significantly differ within. The split is based on the experi-

ence of the council as well as historic and current information on sales prices of property

and land. The area of land value zones depends on the heterogeneity of the neighborhood

under consideration, however, it rarely spans an area of more than one square kilometer.

Second, the regional councils determine the land values per land value zone. Land values

are stated separately for agricultural, commercial and residential land8. The zone-specific

land values are derived from the collection of land and property sales inside a land value

zone within the last years. The preferred source of information is the price of unimproved

lots. If not available, land values are derived from the price of improved lots, using hedonic

price regressions, or the price of unimproved lots in different land value zones with similar

characteristics. Figure 2.1 shows a map of land values in the municipality of Düsseldorf,

where one can see the geographical precision of the land value districts.

8In certain cases, the land values even differ for residential land used for the construction of single or
multiple family houses.
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Figure 2.1: Residential land values (e per square meter) in Düsseldorf
Regions in white are non-residential. Log scale, in order to capture high variability in low
value regions.

In sum, we use the official land value statistics to generate a data set with land value

zones as unit of observation. Each land value zone is defined so that land values within

a zone do not significantly differ. Further, the data set contains information on different

kind of land values within a zone: agricultural, commercial and residential land value.

2.3.2.3. VALKIS

VALKIS is the result of a spatial joint of ALKIS and the official land value data. The

unit of observation is the lot. In particular, we take each lot from ALKIS and find the

corresponding land value zone in the official land value data9. Conditional on the lot’s

actual usages, captured in ALKIS, we attach the relevant zonal land values to the lot,

agricultural, commercial or residential. In sum, VALKIS is a geo-referenced data set with

the lot as the unit of observation, the information per lot is: the actual usages, the number

of addresses, the land value per m2 for every type of lot usage.

9The correspondence is given by the spatial reference of both data sets and executed using standard
spatial techniques of the statistical software program R.
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2.3.2.4. + M

+ M summarizes information on the regional level, the unit of observation is the munici-

pality. The data is collected from different sources and reflects the living conditions in a

municipality in terms of amenities, prices and taxes.

A municipality’s degree of urbanization is proxied by population density, a munici-

pality’s recent trend in attractiveness, by population growth between 2012-2017. Data

on both is gathered from the German statistical offices’ regional database. In order to

get information on the price level, especially with regard to land prices, we determine the

average land value within a municipality. For that, we take the average of a municipality’s

zonal land values, weighed by the share of residential land contained in a zone10. At last,

we determine the revenue neutral land value tax rates. Any form of property taxation

has traditionally been a municipal tax in Germany and will certainly remain so after the

coming reform. Thus, the land value tax rates have to be chosen to guarantee revenue

neutrality on the level of the municipality. If we denote by τi the revenue neutral tax rate

in municipality i, it is defined by τi × LVi = TRi, where TRi represents the current tax

revenues and LVi the aggregate land value of municipality i. Rearranging, the revenue

neutral tax rate is given by τi = TRi
LVi

. We can derive the denominator, using the informa-

tion stored in VALKIS. Regarding the numerator, we once again gather information from

the regional database.

Finally, we spatially join VALKIS and +M. The final output is the geo-referenced data

set VALKIS + M with the lot as the unit of observation, the information per lot is: the

actual usages, the number of addresses, the land value per m2 for every type of lot usage,

Population Density, Population Growth, Average Land Value, Revenue-neutral land value

tax rate.

2.3.3 SOEP 2.0

SOEP 2.0 is the product of a spatial join of SOEP and VALKIS+M, using the SOEPgeo

dimension. This unique feature of the SOEP allows us to access the geo-coordinate of each

household in the survey. The access is tightly regulated and must be carried out in the

10For later sensitivity analysis we generate a second measure of average land value, using the weighed
zonal land values within 20km distance of each lot.
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DIW facilities in Berlin. We use SOEPgeo to identify the lot in which a household lives

and append the respective lot data from VALKIS+M to the original household survey

data.

In addition to combining the information, we create additional variables which require

the use of data from both of the sources. A crucial variable is the residential size per

household. To construct the variable, we take the full lot residential size and divide it by

the number of addresses in that lot, from the ALKIS. We further divide by the number

of households in each address, which we obtain from the SOEP, to obtain the residential

size per household. To exemplify, let’s take the total residential size of the lot to be

1000 m2. Then, if, for example, in the ALKIS the lot is associated with two addresses

(two independent residential buildings), and if in the SOEP we observe there are four

households in the building, we impute the residential size of our particular household in

our sample to be 1.000m2

2×4 = 125m2.

The computation relies on two assumptions, which should be addressed. First, splitting

lot land size by the number of addresses in the lot assumes that, in case of multiple

addresses, each address occupies an equal fraction of the lot’s size. Second, we assume

that for multiple family houses, households share the residential size equally. Although

these assumptions will lead to errors in specific cases, both reflect the benchmark in the

German housing market and, thus, should not influence overall results. The land value

component of a household’s property value then derives as the product of residential size

and residential land value per m2.

In sum, SOEP 2.0 is a data set with the household as the unit of observation. It carries

the variables from the SOEP and augments them with a decomposition of property value

in land and structure value. Further, for each household it adds regional information

on: Average Land Value, Population Density and Growth, revenue neutral land value tax

rate11.

2.3.3.1. Quality of Matching

This section discusses the reliability of our geo-match approach in determining a house-

hold’s land value component. The fact that our final data set was built from several

11Appendix A contains a diagram representing the construction of SOEP 2.0.
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unrelated sources, each with its own shortcomings, and using a self designed geographical

matching algorithm, might raise doubts regarding the validity of our SOEP 2.0 data. We

try to address such concerns by evaluating if the relation between self reported property

values and imputed land values are consistent with each other.

Given that property value is the sum of land and structure value, an increase of one

euro in land value, keeping constant the structure value, should imply an increase of one

euro in property value. Thus, if our matching is accurate, we should be able to observe

this relation in our sample. To test this hypothesis we run a regression of property value

(from the SOEP) on the land value we imputed, controlling for structure value. We do

not have a variable of structure value in the survey data. If we did, computing the land

value component would have been trivial. Instead, we proxy structure value using SOEP

variables with information on the quantity and quality of structures: size of the house

(in m2), and condition of the house (a categorical variable with four levels). We run the

following model: PVi = β0 +β1LVi +β2sizei +β3conditi + εi. Results from this regression

show a coefficient for β1 equal to 1.003, not statistically different from one, consistent with

our conjecture. This result reassures us regarding the validity of our geo-match approach

and the results we will discuss from here onward.

2.4 Regional Data Analysis

This section provides a summary of the data collected at a regional level, before proceeding

to the household level data.
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Figure 2.2: Municipal average land values
The blue (red) distribution in the right panel shows the distribution with municipalities
(sample households) as the unit of observation. The vertical lines represent the mean of each
of the distributions. Values are in Euro per m2.

The map in Figure 2.2 shows average land value per municipality (Gemeinde) in the

five states in our analysis, comprised of a total of 2214 municipalities. It presents a fairly

large contiguous region of Germany (apart from Berlin), with different characteristics.

The first thing to notice is the heterogeneity in average land values. The lowest municipal

average land values in our sample are under 10¤ per m2, while for Berlin (the highest) the

average is 1000¤. Very few municipalities exhibit average land values higher than 200¤,

as can be seen from the blue distribution in the right panel of figure 2.2. Nevertheless, a

substantial number of observations at the household level are from these municipalities,

as can be seen from the red distribution in the same panel.

Our regional data allows for the computation of other interesting aggregate statistics.

Total land value in the region we are considering is over 1.5¤ trillion, 1.2 times the region’s

GDP. The magnitude is in line with recent estimates from the US, e.g. Larson (2015).

90% of the total land value is non-agricultural, the rest being agricultural. These numbers

establish land value as a sizable, mostly untapped tax base.

Having computed total land values in each municipality and collected the respective

current property tax revenues, we have computed the necessary land value tax rates which

would ensure revenue neutrality. The histograms of these revenue neutral land value tax

rates are presented in Figure 2.3. Again, in blue the distribution of municipalities, and

in red the distribution of households in our sample. Around 70% of municipalities would

need to set a tax rate between 0.25 and 1% of land value. The maximum revenue-neutral
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tax rates we find are around 2%. The household distribution is even more skewed to the

left, as a result of more densely populated areas having lower revenue neutral tax rates,

on average.

Figure 2.3: Distribution of revenue neutral land value tax rates
The blue (red) distribution shows the distribution with municipalities (sample households) as
the unit of observation. The vertical lines represent the mean of each of the distributions.

2.5 Analysis of SOEP 2.0

This section contains the main analysis of our paper. We start by presenting the dis-

tribution of land and property value in the sample and introduce the concept of Land

Value Share, which provides a sufficient statistic to qualitatively determine winners and

losers from a LVT. We proceed by relating the change in tax burden to income and split

up the mechanism in intuitive parts. Finally, the last subsection contains a quantitative

assessment of the tax regimes.

2.5.1 Distributions of Land and Property Value

The first question we address is how the distributions of land and property values differ in

our sample. Table 2.1 provides some initial statistics. Mean property value in our sample

is 261.000¤, while mean land value is 86.500¤. The distribution of land exhibits a higher

variance than the distribution of property when controlling for the level of each asset.

Standard deviation of property value is 88% the value of the mean, while for land value
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this number is 124%. Looking at aggregate statistics for total holdings of property and

land value in our sample, we see that aggregate land value is 204¤ million. This accounts

for 33% of aggregate property value, which stands at over 615¤ million. The aggregate

level of land or property values are important as they represent the size of the tax base

of a land value or property tax.

Property value Land value Land value share Lot size House size
(¤) (¤) (m2) (m2)

Mean 260,793 86,495 0.33 603.41 134.14
St. dev 230,018 106,875 0.22 549.76 46.67
Minimum 4,590 980 0.01 7.56 20.00
1st Quartile 150,000 32,640 0.17 255.00 103.00
Median 220,000 58,927 0.27 500.00 126.00
3rd Quartile 300,000 105,300 0.44 779.00 155.00
Maximum 5,000,000 2,536,800 1.19 6,862.00 450.00
Sum 615,210,820 204,042,818

Table 2.1: Housing statistics
The sample consists of homeowners in the DIW-SOEP, being residents of the German states
Berlin, Hamburg, Lower Saxony, Northrhine-Westfalia und Thuringa. The sample size is
2,359. Lot and House size in m2

To assess the concentration of these assets in our sample, we computed Gini coeffi-

cients. The value for property is 0.35, while for land it is 0.48. For reference, the Gini

coefficient for income is 0.28. It seems land is significantly more concentrated than prop-

erty in our sample, value wise. If one were to assume the distribution of these assets

match the distribution of income on a household level (the household with highest income

would also own the most valuable property and land, while the poorest the less valuable

property and land), then taxing land would naturally be more progressive than taxing

property value. However, this conclusion depends crucially on how these distributions

relate to each other and how they relate to income. First, we investigate the link between

land and property values.

2.5.2 Land Value Share

We define the Land Value Share (LVS) as the ratio of land to property value for a given

household. This statistic allows one to have a first idea of the magnitude of potential

distributional effects. If the distribution were concentrated at a single point there would
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be no scope for any household to win or lose from a LVT, comparing to a property tax.

Dispersion of this measure signifies the existence of households with low (high) land value

and high (low) property value, which would thus benefit from paying taxes on their land

(property).

In the third column of Table 2.1 we see the statistics for the LVS. The mean is 0.33 while

the standard deviation of this measure is 0.22, a considerably high number, indicating our

sample has many households with low property value and high land value, and vice-versa.

We can see this more clearly in Figure 2.4 showing the distribution of the LVS.

Figure 2.4: The distribution of land value share
Aggregate share is given by the ratio of total land value to total property value in the sample.

The plot shows the percentage of households in our sample which fall within the bins

of LVS we have defined in intervals of 0.1. The distribution is skewed towards lower

values, implying the majority of households lives in houses where land value accounts for

a relatively low share of property value. Nevertheless, a significant number of households

have high LVS as well, even close to 1. The plot shows a mass of around 2% with LVS

greater than 1, implying the land is worth more than the property for these observations.

While this may appear anomalous, it is entirely possible. A household owning a property

which, were it to be sold in the market, would likely imply the demolishing of the existing

structures to build new structures, could have a LVS greater than 1 to account for the

cost of demolishing.
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The vertical line in red depicts the aggregate LVS, meaning the total value of land

divided by the total value of property in the sample which can be found in Table 2.1. This

Aggregate LVS (ALVS) will be a centerpiece of the rest of the analysis as it is a crucial

threshold defining winners and losers from land value taxation with respect to property

value taxation. To understand this, we turn to some simple algebra.

To raise some exogenous level of revenue TR, the government can choose to either

tax land values at a rate τL or property values at a rate τP , such that τLLV = TR or

τPPV = TR. This means the ratio of the potential tax rates must satisfy

τP
τL

= LV

PV

At the same time, a household i will pay lower taxes under LVT if τLLVi < τPPVi.

Rearranging and substituting the ratio of tax rates by the ratio of aggregates we get the

following condition for a lower tax burden under a LVT

LVi
PVi︸ ︷︷ ︸
LVSi

<
τP
τL

= LV

PV︸ ︷︷ ︸
ALVS

Households for which LVSi < ALVS (to the left of the red vertical line in Figure 2.4)

will pay less tax under a LVT, those for which LVSi > ALVS (to the right) will pay

more. More concretely, this simple result means that if a household owns, for example, a

property worth 300.000¤ with a land value of 150.000¤, its land value share is 0.5, higher

than the ALVS of 0.33. Despite its tax base is only half under a LVT, the household would

still pay more, since the levied tax rate has tripled to guarantee revenue-neutrality.

The analysis of the distribution of the LVS reveals that the decision between a LVT or

a property tax can create large differences in tax burdens under the different regimes for

a substantial number of households. Next, we investigate how our measure of LVS differs

with respect to our main characteristic of interest, income.

2.5.3 Land Value Share and Income

In Figure 2.5 we see the scatterplot and boxplots of LVS against income and quintiles of

income respectively. Also in both plots is the aggregate LVS (in red), separating winners

and losers of an LVT. Households below the red line are winners and those above are
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losers. We see a weak relation between the two. Applying a non-linear trend line reveals

the existence of a flat U-shape relation, implying a slight regressive tendency for low

income which flips into a slight progressive tendency for higher levels of income.

Figure 2.5: Land value share and income
Income is given as monthly income in e.

Running a simple OLS regression of the LVS on income proves the weak relation as the

coefficient on income is not statistically different from zero. It is important to remember

this does not mean LVT is not progressive in itself, only that it is not significantly more

or less progressive than a tax on property values. Indeed, a simple regression of land value

on income shows a very significantly positive coefficient indicating an increase of 1.000¤

in monthly income is associated with an average increase of land value of 14.000¤ in our

sample.

A weak relation between LVS and income might be surprising, given the previous

result showing land values are more concentrated in our sample than property values.

An explanation for this would be that, while land is more concentrated, it is less corre-

lated with income than property values. To investigate this hypothesis, we use Figure 2.6.
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Figure 2.6: Distribution of income, land value and property value
The graph depicts the decile averages, relative to the value of the 10th decile.

Figure 2.6 represents how much each income decile holds in average income, land and

property value with respect to the holdings of the highest income decile. To exemplify,

the plot shows the ninth decile of income on average earns roughly between 60 and 65%

of the average earnings in the tenth decile, while holding close to 70% of the value of the

property holdings and close to 60% of the value of land holdings. Again, this points to a

higher concentration of land values relative to property values. But the most interesting

aspect of this plot is how the relative distribution of land values is basically flat for the

first five deciles of income. While the fifth income decile earns on average twice as much

as the lowest, both have similar levels of land holdings on average. On the other hand,

distribution of relative property values exhibits some positive correlation with income

even for low income levels. This pattern helps in explaining the flat U-shape found in the

relation between LVS and income. For low levels of income, property is a better proxy

for income than land, and thus taxing property is slightly more progressive, but in the

highest deciles, land is more concentrated than property, so a tax on land values is more

progressive as, on average, it hurts top income earners more than a property tax.
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2.5.4 Regional analysis

So far we have been comparing the progressivity of a LVT and a property tax implicitly

assuming all households in our sample would be subject to the same rate of each tax no

matter where they live, similarly to what would happen if these taxes were levied at a

federal level in Germany. However, property taxation is not carried out at a federal, but

regional level, more specifically at a municipality (Gemeinde) level. For this reason, it is

necessary to tailor our analysis accordingly.

Switching from a federal to a regional level analysis poses challenges. Our previous

implicit ratio of tax rates was determined by the aggregate land value share in the sample,

which is representative on a federal level. Ideally, we would like to do the same at a

municipality level, however, for most municipalities we do not have the sufficient number

of observations in the sample to reach a meaningful number. As a consequence, working

with such a narrow geographical partition is not an option. Instead, we opt to pool

municipalities with similar land values by splitting the observations into five quintiles of

average municipal land values, in the hope of capturing most of the relevant structural

differences. This way, our highest quintile will be comprised mostly of municipalities with

the highest average land value (large cities such as Berlin, Hamburg, Düsseldorf, etc.),

while the lowest quintile will be comprised of mostly rural municipalities, capturing most

of the diverging characteristics of different municipalities. Figure 2.7 shows a couple of

important structural differences across the average land value quintiles. Henceforth, for

ease of exposition, these average land value quintiles will be referred simply as land value

regions.
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Figure 2.7: Regional Differences
Panel on the left shows aggregate land value shares computed within each average
municipality land value quintile. Panel on the left shows the average revenue neutral land
value tax rates within each average municipality land value quintile.

The left panel in Figure 2.7 shows the aggregate land value share previously discussed

at a full sample level (red line), now also computed within each region (black dots).

Highest land value region has an aggregate LVS of over 0.45, around 40% higher than the

full sample (0.33), and almost three times higher than for the region with lowest average

land values (0.16). These differences are decisive for our analysis. A household living

in the highest land value region with an individual LVS of 0.4 would be a loser from a

LVT implemented at a federal level (as it is above the threshold of 0.33), but would be a

winner from a LVT implemented at a regional level (as it is below the relevant threshold

of 0.45).

The right panel in Figure 2.7 shows the heterogeneity of revenue neutral LVT rates

across regions. In line with the results in the section on regional differences, regions with

higher average land value exhibit lower revenue neutral LVT rates. The highest of the

five land value regions has on average a revenue neutral LVT rate below 0.4%, while for

the lowest, this number is over 0.8%.

The heterogeneity in regional aggregate land value shares and tax rates indicates there

is scope for substantial changes when moving from a federal to a regional analysis. This

can be confirmed by a boxplot of LVS across the five land value regions, as seen in Figure
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2.8.

Figure 2.8: Land value share by average land value

Indeed, Figure 2.8 reveals stark differences between the two approaches. Using the

full sample aggregate LVS (red line) as the threshold to identify winners and losers, one

can see a LVT implemented at federal level would lead to more than 75% winners in rural

areas (low land value regions) while creating a majority of losers in big cities (high land

value regions). Forgetting about the red line and focusing instead on the within region

aggregate LVS (red dots), one can see a very different picture, especially for the lowest and

highest land value regions. The median of the distribution across the five regions (black

line in the boxplot) is below its respective aggregate LVS, indicating more than 50% of

households would benefit more from a LVT than a property tax, while with a federal tax

the majority of households in cities would lose. Also, the percentage of winners in rural

regions is considerably lower, even though more than 50% still win.

Implementing a LVT with a flat rate at a federal level implies substantial inter-regional

transfers, from high land value regions to low land value regions. Overall tax neutrality is

achieved, but with the burden falling primarily upon big cities. Implementing a LVT at a

regional level naturally shuts down the channel of inter-regional transfers as tax neutrality

is achieved also at a regional level.

The differences between federal and regional implementation are driven by the strong

effect of regional differences in LVS. A log-log OLS regression of LVS on average munic-
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ipality land value shows a very positive and significant coefficient. An increase of 1% in

average land value is associated with an increase of 0.3% of LVS with an R2 of 16.4%.

At this point, it is natural to ask if the regional implementation of taxes has any im-

pact on the relation between income and the LVS which, with federal taxes, was virtually

non-existing. This would imply conducting the analysis while conditioning on the average

land value. Table 2.2 shows the results of a log-log regression of LVS on income including

the average land value as a control.

(1) (2)
Intercept -2.781*** -1.599***

(0.068) (0.224)
Average Land Value 0.294*** 0.310***

(0.014) (0.014)
Income -0.155***

(0.028)
N 2359 2359
R2 0.164 0.174
adj. R2 0.164 1.174

Table 2.2: Land value share on income and average land value
The table presents the results of log-log OLS regressions. Standard errors in parenthesis.

Results of the regression in Table 2.2 show that, when controlling for average land

value, income has a statistically significant negative impact on LVS. More specifically, an

increase of 1% in income is associated with a decrease of 0.15% in land value share in

our sample of homeowners. However, it should be noted the inclusion of income in the

regression from an initial specification with only average land value modestly increases

the R2, indicating there is a wide dispersion of LVS for households with similar incomes

within land value regions and thus that income is not a strong predictor of whether a

household will pay more or less under a LVT compared to a property tax. The change

in the coefficient for income after the inclusion of average land value in the regression

suggests a positive correlation between income and average land value of the region.

Decomposing our LVS measure into different constitutive components (Size of lot,

land price and house value), enables us to study in greater depth the channels through

which income influences LVS. One would expect higher incomes to be correlated with
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both higher land value of housing (increasing the LVS) and with higher structures value

of housing (decreasing the LVS). The final effect on the LVS will, therefore, depend on

the magnitude of each of these channels. We find the negative coefficient of income on

LVS (controlling for regional land value) to be a result of a larger negative contribution of

income through structures value than through land value (through living in a higher land

value area within the region, or through living in a larger lot). The elasticity of structures

to income is estimated to be 0.35, while the elasticity of land value within the region is

estimated to be 0.2. As far as we know, these estimates, decomposing income elasticity

of land and structures value using household level data, are novel in the literature. A

comprehensive explanation of the decomposition can be found in Appendix C.

2.5.5 Quantitative analysis

So far, we have focused our analysis around land value share as a sufficient statistic to

determine who wins and loses from a LVT compared to a property tax. However, the

LVS hides an important dimension: the magnitude of the change in tax burden. Distance

of a household’s LVS from the aggregate LVS is not an accurate measure of how much

a specific household will be affected. Take two households with the same LVS, which is

higher than the aggregate LVS, but where one has values of land and property which are

half of the other. The household with the highest underlying value of assets stands to

lose more from a LVT, in absolute terms.

Table 2.3 summarizes the quantitative impact of a regionally implemented LVT for

the different income quintiles in our whole sample.

Income Quintile
1 2 3 4 5

Percentage of losers in % 54.2 44.8 44.1 42.2 37.2
Mean in ¤ 39.64 2.80 9.89 -6.64 -49.98
1st Quartile -78.46 -128.23 -142.79 -159.81 -238.57
Median 21.18 -19.66 -30.45 -46.34 -78.26
3rd Quartile 143.72 102.13 131.10 128.39 109.95

Table 2.3: Winners and losers of a LVT (I)
The values are computed as the difference between LVT and property tax burden. Positive
values indicate higher burden under a LVT.
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In general, average LVT burdens range from around 300¤ for the lowest income quin-

tile to around 650¤ for the highest. Regarding winners and losers, Table 2.3 picks up

the regressive trend we have encountered in previous sections. While over half of the

households in the lowest quintile pay more under LVT (54.2%), this number is 37.2%

for the highest income quintile. On the quantitative dimension, the results show that

implementing a LVT decreases the difference in the average tax burden between first and

fifth income quintile by around 90¤.

The quantitative results prove the intuition of our qualitative section, however, the

effects turn out to be modest in magnitude. The reason is the traditionally low level of

property taxation in Germany. In particular, the revenue neutral land value tax rates

have a mean of 0.6%.

The significance of property taxes however has recently risen in Germany. Over the

last years, tax rates have increased nationwide. Furthermore, in other countries, property

taxation is a much more important source of revenue. Thus, in a next step we provide

statistics to show our results potentially will have significant quantitative impact, if the

importance of property taxation continues to rise.

In particular, we compute the variation in tax burden as a percentage of the value of

one of the tax burdens in order to make it invariant to the scale of the total revenues being

raised. This way one can say, for example, household i will pay 30% more under a LVT

compared to a property tax. The corresponding monetary burdens depend on the mag-

nitude of the tax rates, but the ratio between the tax burdens would remain unaffected.

The results of such analysis are shown in Table 2.4, again broken into income quintiles.

Income Quintile
1 2 3 4 5

Percentage of losers in % of Sample 54.2 44.8 44.1 42.2 37.2
Mean in % of PT Burden 24.49 6.31 8.16 3.88 -4.17
1st Quartile -34.46 -40.97 -39.76 -40.33 -44.62
Median 8.01 -8.47 -8.31 -12.24 -18.60
3rd Quartile 64.50 36.05 38.51 37.66 22.33

Table 2.4: Winners and losers of a LVT (II)
The values are computed as the difference between LVT and property tax burden, relative to
the property tax burden. Positive values indicate higher burden under LVT.
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Table 2.4 shows considerable differences in tax burdens. The average change in tax

burden for the lowest income quintile is 24.49%, meaning households in this quintile would

pay, on average, 24.49% more under a LVT than under a housing tax. For other quintiles,

average changes are below 10%. However, the numbers are substantially higher when

looking beyond the mean. For more than half of the households in the sample, their

burdens change at least 22% under the two different regimes. A quarter of households

in the lowest income quintile would pay at least 65% more under a LVT, while another

quarter would pay at least 35% less. This analysis confirms our initial assessment that the

high dispersion in LVS can lead to significant differences in tax burdens across households.

The data also allows us to investigate in which average land value regions the biggest

winners and losers reside. Although one might think the differences would be greater

in the highest land value regions, we find the scope and magnitude of the change to be

relatively similar across regions.

It is relevant to notice the median voter in our sample of homeowners would be for

the implementation of the LVT. A result that holds also within each of the five land

value regions we consider. The result that median household pays less under a LVT is

a consequence of the higher concentration of land values in our sample of homeowners,

leading to a greater share of the total tax burden being paid by fewer households.

2.6 Model

The empirical analysis carried out thus far has relied on the implicit assumption that val-

uations of land and housing would not change under different taxation regimes. Although

there is value in such an immediate analysis, the likely effects of a switch on the marginal

benefit of residential investment and consequent impact on equilibrium prices renders the

assumption implausible. In order to capture this dimension, we build a theoretical model.

Our framework has features similar to recent housing models such as Knoll et al.

(2017) and Garriga et al. (2019b). However, our model is less concerned about capturing

fluctuations in housing prices throughout time, and more concerned about heterogeneous

holdings of land and housing across the population.
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The model features two regions12, which differ with respect to their productivity levels

and land scarcity, in order to capture the striking regional differences in the level of land

prices and land value shares observed in the data. Land is in fixed supply in each region

and, therefore, in the overall economy as well. The economy is populated by heteroge-

neous infinitely lived households. There exist two main types of households, renters and

landowners, with the latter being subdivided into productivity and landholding subtypes.

Landowners are split exogenously between two regions and between productivity levels.

Renters can migrate between regions.

To capture the efficiency-equity trade-off, we calibrate the correlation between pro-

ductivity and land holdings such that for low productivity landowners, land holdings

represent a higher share of their housing wealth, on average.

Capital is used as input to produce structures and consumption good and is supplied

from outside the economy at a constant interest rate r by international investors. Through

this small open economy setup, the model abstracts from equilibrium effects stemming

from changes in savings rate of households or firms’ investment in capital and resulting

impacts on equilibrium interest rates.

2.6.1 Households

Households live in on of two regions (A and B, with A being more productive13). Total

share of landowners in the economy is fixed, so is their distribution across regions. On the

other hand, while the total amount of renters in all regions is fixed, their distribution across

regions is a free parameter of the model designed to ensure real wage equalization across

regions. Within each region, z, land ownership is exogenously split between landowners,

who will own an amount of land TL,z, and a housing firm, who owns TF,z, with TL,z+TF,z =

Tz. The landowners use their land to produce the housing they consume, while the housing

firm produces housing and rents it either to the renter households or to the consumption

good firm.

The exogenous split of land intends to capture the strong preference of owner-occupier

12Limiting regional heterogeneity to a minimum prevents a detailed quantification for regions with
intermediate characteristics (such as small cities), but it greatly enhances tractability while being sufficient
to capture the extremes of regional disparity.

13Productivity of a region is captured by the total factor productivity of consumption good firms in
the region.
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households to remain in their residence and an inability to sell fractions of housing units.

This enables us to replicate in the model the existence of households with low income but

with high levels of land value, where in a model in which households could sell their land

to another party to finance consumption, they would find it optimal to do so.14 Although

this is a strict assumption in the very long run, we find it fairly reasonable for medium to

long run horizons and for relatively small changes in policy. Furthermore, given political

resistance for adoption of policies which imply relocation of households, we believe there

is value in an analysis which abstracts from that dimension.

We assume total labor supply and available land equal to 1, to be split between

regions. Landowner households are heterogeneous and denoted by Li while renter house-

holds are homogeneous and denoted by R. The choice for considering only heterogeneity

in landowners is due to the desire to primarily quantify the distributional effects of the

policy on owners of land and housing. As renters are assumed not to own these assets,

we assume homogeneity. We start by presenting the problem of the representative renter

household.

2.6.1.1 Renter

The renters derive utility from consumption of goods (C) and housing (H) and supply

labor, LR, inelastically at a net wage (1− τL)θRwz,t. Renters problem is merely to choose

how to split their wage earnings (net of labor taxes) between consumption good and

housing. θR represents the relative productivity level of the renter with respect to the

average productivity of the landowners. Consumption good is the numeraire and pHz,t

denotes the relative price of housing in region z at time t. The problem of the renter

14A way to circumvent this would be to build into the model some heterogeneous cost of moving,
such that a share of households would decide not to relocate. However, the additional layer would
complicate the solution of the model and would be challenging to discipline, given that it is related with
an heterogeneous unobservable cost of moving.
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reads:

max
{CR,z,t,HR,z,t}∞

t=0

∞∑
t=0

βt

(
Cγ
R,z,tH

1−γ
R,z,t

)σ
σ

(2.1a)

s.to

(1− τL)θRwz,tLR ≥ CR,z,t + pHz,tHR,z,t (2.1b)

The renter’s problem is totally intratemporal. Combining the first order conditions

we get the relative demand of housing by the renters.

HR,z,t = 1− γ
γ

CR,z,t
pHz,t

(2.2)

Plugging back in the budget constraint of the renter household we can find consumption

as a function of the wage.

CR,z,t = γ(1− τL)θRwz,t (2.3)

Thus, by plugging this result back into the relative demand for housing we found before,

consumption of housing by renters in region z will be given by:

HR,z,t = (1− γ) 1
pHz,t

(1− τL)θRwz,t (2.4)

2.6.1.2 Landowners

Landowners have the same utility function as the renters, but are subject to different

constraints. This type of households owns land in the economy, TL, which it uses to

produce housing, HL, which enters in its utility function. Besides land, housing production

also requires structures, SL, a stock variable which depreciates at a rate δ. The landowner

households enters period t with a stock SL,t−1. Thus, the budget constraint reflects how

landowners finance their consumption of goods and investment in structures, sL, with net

revenues from labor minus potential taxes on the value of its flow of housing services at

a rate τH , or on the value of its rents of land at a rate τT . This marks a slight difference

regarding the empirical section which revolved around tax on the value of the stock of
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land or housing, instead of the period rents. However, in the absence of uncertainty in

the model, there is a linear relation between the value of the rents and value of the stock,

and thus, for simplicity, we conduct the equivalent analysis based on the value of flows.

Finally, landowners also collect the profits of the housing firm in their region, ΠH,z.

Landowners are heterogeneous in three dimensions: labor productivity (θ), land hold-

ings (ηT ) and housing firm holdings, (ηF ). It is assumed that the average productivity of

renters is equal to one. Each landowner subtype has a specific mass and supplies labor

inelastically. Furthermore, it is assumed that ∑i ηT,i = ∑
i ηF,i = 1, meaning landowners

in region z own all the shares of the housing firm in the region and all of TL,z. It is

assumed landowners only own shares in their region’s housing firm.

The problem for a owner-occupier landowner identified with the subscript Li, denoting,

for simplicity, a particular combination of θi and ηT,i in region z, is as follows:

max
{CLi,t,SLi,t}∞

t=0

∞∑
t=0

βt

(
Cγ
Li,tH

1−γ
Li,t

)σ
σ

(2.5a)

s.to

(1− τL)θLiwz,tLLi − τHz pHz,tHLi,t − τTz pTz,tηT,iTL,z + ηF,iΠH,z ≥ CLi,t + pSz,tsLi,t (2.5b)

HS
Li,t = G(ηT,iTL,z, SLi,t) = φH

[
aSχLi,t + (1− a)(ηT,iTL,z)χ

] 1
χ (2.5c)

SLi,t = (1− δ)SLi,t−1 + sLi,t (2.5d)

The assumption of a CES production function of housing is corroborated by recent

literature, such as Garriga et al. (2019b), and is important to capture the degree of

imperfect substitutability between land and structures which is necessary to generate a

greater degree of price sensitivity of land than under unitary elasticity.
The first order conditions in period t are the following.

C : (CγLi,tH
1−γ
Li,t )σ−1γCγ−1

Li,t H
1−γ
Li,t = λLi,t (2.6)

S : ∂U

∂H

∂H

∂S
+ β(1− δ) ∂U

∂H

∂H

∂S
= λL,t

[
pSz,t + τHpHz,t

∂H

∂S

]
+ λL,t+1

[
τHpHz,t+1(1− δ)∂H

∂S

]
(2.7)

The condition of consumption is standard. In (2.7) we see the effect of a housing tax

in the decision of landowners. The housing tax has a intratemporal impact by increasing

the marginal cost of structures investment through the increase in the tax burden in
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the period of the investment, and an intertemporal impact by increasing the tax burden

tomorrow through the increase in value of the undepreciated housing stock next period.

This increase in the value of taxes caused by higher investment, explains how a tax on

housing stock can be distortionary, leading to a inefficiently low level of housing stock to

avoid paying higher taxes, which translates into a lower aggregate level of structures and

housing. This is not the case under a tax on the land value, since the total amount of

land is fixed, although it might shift resources between agents.

At the household level, although it is true a tax on land would increase tax burden

which could be eased by selling land, the value at which the land would be sold on the

market would incorporate the decrease in the net present value of the land due to the

associated tax obligations, making the owner of the land indifferent between paying the

tax each period or selling the land at a lower market price, and leaving household choices

unaffected.15

Given the intertemporal nature of the landowner’s problem, we resort to dynamic

programming to find numerical solutions. The Bellman equation of the landowner reads

as follows.

max
{CLi,S′

Li}
V0(SLi) = U(CLi, HLi(S ′Li)) + βV0(S ′Li) (2.8a)

s.to

(1− τL)θLiwzLLi − τHz pHz HLi − τTz pTz ηT,iTL,z + ηF,iΠH,z ≥ CLi + pSz sLi (2.8b)

HS
Li = G(TLi,z, S ′Li) = φH

[
aS ′χLi + (1− a)TLiχ

] 1
χ (2.8c)

S ′Li = (1− δ)SLi + sLi,t (2.8d)

Here, the state SL denotes the level of structures in the previous period. CL and

S ′L denote the decision variables, consumption and structures this period. Using the

constraints, it is possible to rewrite the problem to feature only S ′L as a decision variable

and solve the problem with only one decision variable.

15As demonstrated by Petrucci (2006) in the context of a small open economy with non-productive
government spending, such as the one in this paper.
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2.6.1.3 Landowner Heterogeneity

Landowners are assumed to be heterogeneous along two dimensions, productivity, θi and

land holdings, ηT,j. Landowners are distributed across five levels of productivity and five

levels of land holdings, making up a total of 25 {θi, ηj} pairings. We choose five levels as

to match the analysis in the empirical section.

Concerning the distribution of land holdings, it should be noted that the relevant

dimension to capture is the distribution of value, rather than the distribution of quantity of

physical land. A household owning a small apartment in a high land value neighbourhood

in the center of a big metropolis could thus have a higher level of land holdings in the

model than a household living in a bigger single-family-house in the suburbs.

Landowners also differ with respect to holdings of shares of the regional housing firm,

however, holdings of these shares are assumed to be a function of the productivity and

land holdings, for simplicity, given that due to the lack of data on the location of real

estate holdings other than primary residence, it was impossible to accurately determine

the corresponding land holdings.

The distribution of landowners across the two dimensions is assumed to follow a bi-

variate normal distribution where the means and variances are chosen to match empirical

counterparts and where the covariance between the two is calibrated to match the within

region income and land value share, which is slightly negative, with a coefficient of -0.16

in a log-log regression of land value share on income, as shown in Section 5.

2.6.2 Migration

In this model, landowners are assumed to be geographically fixed. However, this is not

the case for renters. The model features a dimension of internal migration, in the vein of

much work in urban economy and works by Robert E. Lucas (2004) and, more recently, in

Garriga et al. (2019a) about rural-urban migration with fixed land supply. The mechanism

in our paper is simple and hinges on migration to ensure wages are in line with different

price of housing across regions. Renters in the economy are distributed across regions.

The share of renters in total population is exogenously determined to be half of total

population, reflecting German numbers on homeownership. ψ denotes the share of renters
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living in region A, while the share of renters living in region B is given by 1 − ψ. Thus,

given total amount of households in the economy is normalized to one, the quantity of

renters in region A is given by 0.5ψ. ψ is endogenous and determined as to ensure the real

wage between regions is equalized. In a model with only consumption good, this would

imply perfect wage equalization across regions, since price of consumption good is the

same across regions. However, the basket of consumption includes a non-tradable good,

housing, which has a lower price in less productive regions.

The migration assumption is important in capturing the empirical regularity that

cities, while being much more productive than rural areas, do not exhibit the same dis-

crepancy in terms of real wage. There is, however a growing divergence in housing and

land prices. Without this assumption, wages would tend to grow at similar rate to land

prices, since labor would also be in fixed supply. Having migration in the model ensures

a more productive region is more attractive for renters who migrate there to earn higher

wages, which increases labor supply in the region and ends up dampening the effect of

higher productivity on wages. At the same time, new workers coming into cities imply

a higher demand for housing in cities, driving up the price of housing and land. These

effects are corroborated by the fact that the share of urban population has been steadily

increasing in developed countries, including Germany, for decades.

This mechanism provides a channel for elastic labor supply on the extensive margin,

even if the model does not allow for adjustments on the intensive margin. It also provides a

channel for increased efficiency as labor will naturally relocate to more productive regions

with higher real wages. A transition from housing tax to a land value tax can effectively

increase housing supply, leading to lower price of housing, allowing more renters to move

to more productive regions.

Since households have Cobb-Douglas preferences, we know (1− γ) % of their income

is spent on housing. Thus, we define the relation between wages in two regions, A and B,

to be given by:

γ(1− τL)wA,t + (1− γ)(1− τL)wA,t
pHA,t

= γ(1− τL)wB,t + (1− γ)(1− τL)wB,t
pHB,t

(2.9)

This expression is merely an average of costs weighed by consumption shares. For

γ = 1 (no housing consumption) we have perfect wage equalization, while for γ = 0, the
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ratio of wages would be the same as the ratio of housing prices. Solving for wA,t yields

wA,t =
pHA,t
pHB,t

1− γ(1− pHB,t)
1− γ(1− pHA,t)

wB,t (2.10)

The idea is to solve the model while imposing this restriction on the wages between

regions. If (2.10) holds with inequality, wA,t being too high, for example, then the share

of renters living in region A must increase, leading to higher labor supply in region A,

driving down equilibrium wage, while the opposite happens for region B.

2.6.3 Firms

2.6.3.1. Housing Firm

The housing firm holds an exogenous level of land in the region, TF,z, and uses it, along

with structures, SF,z,t to produce housing, which it rents to renter households and to the

consumption firm. Housing market equilibrium is given by

HF,z,t = HR,z,t +HC,z,t. (2.11)

One can intuitively think of this split as a plot of land being used as apartment

buildings or office buildings. Having the consumption firm using housing is an impor-

tant component of the model, as it provides the channel through which increases in firm

productivity lead to increases in house and land prices. Increases in goods productivity

increase the marginal productivity of housing, increasing the price of housing which then

feeds into the marginal productivity and price of land. Production function of housing is

identical to that of the owner occupier. The housing firm solves the following maximiza-

tion problem.

max
{SF,z,t}∞

t=0

∞∑
t=0

βt
[
(1− τHz )pHz,tHF,z,t − pSz,tsF,z,t − τTz pTz,tTF,z

]
(2.12a)

s.to

HF,z,t = H(TF,z, SF,z,t) = φH
[
aSχF,z,t + (1− a)TF,zχ

] 1
χ (2.12b)

SF,z,t = (1− δ)SF,z,t−1 + sF,z,t (2.12c)

Profits in a given period t represent the revenues (net of housing taxes) from renting
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housing to the renters and the consumption good firm minus the costs of investing in

new structures and a potential tax on the land owned by the housing firm. The housing

firm faces property tax rates equal to the landowner households16. It should be noted

profits will be positive, despite operating in a competitive market, since the housing firm

owns the inputs and therefore keeps the rents associated with them. The only input cost

incurred in by the housing firm is the investment in new structures, sF,t. Structures owned

by the housing firm follow the same law of motion as the owner-occupier.

Solving the problem of the housing firm yields the following first order condition on

structures investment.

(1− τHz )pHz,t
∂HF,z,t

∂SF,z,t
+ (1− δ)(1− τHz )pHz,t+1

∂HF,z,t+1

∂SF,z,t+1
λF,t+1 = λF,tp

S
z,t

Here, again, we can see how increases in the housing tax lead to lower levels of struc-

tures by decreasing the marginal benefit of structures investment, both in the period

the structures are purchased and in the following period through the persistent effect on

non-depreciated stock of structures.

Similarly to the landowners, we write the housing firm’s problem in recursive form.

Dropping region and time indices, the problem becomes

max
S′
F

V (SF ) = (1− τH)pHz,tH(TF , S ′F )− pS(S ′F − (1− δ)SF )− τTpTTF,z + βV (S ′F )

(2.13)

s.to

HF,z,t = H(TF,z, SF,z,t) = φH
[
aSχF,z,t + (1− a)TF,zχ

] 1
χ . (2.14)

In this model, the price of land is required to determine taxes. As there is no market

for land in the model, we obtain it by computing the marginal productivity of land for

the housing firm, as this is the value for which any additional ε amount of land would be

sold by a landowner willing to sell its land to a housing firm operating in a competitive

16In some countries, the burden of paying property taxation falls upon the renter rather than the
owner. However, here we take the most common case where the owner must pay the tax. Additionally,
it is also possible for commercial property to be taxed a different rate from residential property. We also
abstract from this possibility.
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environment.

pTz,t = (1− τH)
(1 + τT ) p

H
z,t

∂HF,z,t

∂TF,z
(2.15)

From (2.15) we can immediately see that a switch from a positive housing tax to

a positive land tax will have ambiguous effects on price of land. While, on one hand,

removing the tax on housing increases the marginal benefit of holding land, the increase

in land tax increases the marginal cost, while also potentially altering equilibrium price

of housing and the marginal productivity of land through changes in equilibrium stock of

structures.

2.6.3.2 Structures Firm

The structures firm uses capital it rents to produce structures using a linear production

function and sells it in a competitive market to the landowner households and to the

housing firm so they can use it as an input for housing production. The problem of the

structure firm is very standard and reads as follows.

max
{KS,z,t}

pSz,tsz,t − rKS,z,t (2.16a)

s.to

sz,t = s(KS,z,t) = φzKS,z,t (2.16b)

Note the quantity sold by the structures firm is sz,t (lowercase), meaning the structures

firm only supplies new investment in structures each period, with the rest of the stock of

structures being undepreciated structures already available in the previous period. Thus,

equilibrium in the structures market in region z is given by

sz,t = sL,z,t + sF,z,t, (2.17)

where sL denotes total structure demand by landowners and sF denotes structure

demand by the housing firm. Solving the trivial maximization problem of the firm yields

the expression for equilibrium price of structures:

pSz,t = r

φz
(2.18)
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Given the constant returns to scale assumption, the structures firm are willing to sell

any quantity at this exogenous price.

Admittedly, a version of the model where labor were included as a input of the struc-

tures sector would probably be more realistic.17 However, this inclusion would reduce the

tractability of the model as the wages in consumption good and structure sectors would

have to be equalized by endogenously splitting total labor in a region between sectors. In

a regime with land taxes rather than housing taxes, we expect the level of housing struc-

tures to be higher in steady state. This would imply slightly more labor in the structures

sector under a LVT than under a housing tax. However, we believe the contribution of

this channel to the overall equilibrium to be small and not worth the loss in tractability.

2.6.3.3. Consumption Good Firm

The consumption good firm behaves competitively and rents out capital from the world

market, labor from the households and housing services from the housing firm to produce

a consumption good which it sells exclusively to all type of households. Although the

firm produces locally, meaning it uses local inputs, it potentially sells beyond the local

level since it is a tradable good, which implies price of consumption good is equalized

across regions. In particular, given consumption is taken to be the numeraire good in the

economy, its price is equalized to one.

The introduction of housing as an input in production introduces an important mech-

anism in the model. Besides being a simple acknowledgment that production requires a

physical space, it links the higher productivity of consumption good firms (whether across

space or time) to higher prices of housing and, consequently, land, due to an assumption

of equal marginal productivity of land in housing and production of goods in a Beaumol

disease type of effect. This effect creates stark differences in land values between different

regions which we want to capture. Eliminating housing as an input from the produc-

tion of goods would mean higher productivity would increase prices of housing and land

mostly due to an income effect, where households having higher earnings increase their

demand for housing. The assumption of housing as an input means a more productive

consumption good sector will demand more housing, which, due to the land being in fixed

17Employment in construction sector in the US is around 5% of total employment.
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supply, will imply a higher concentration of structures for unit of land, capturing the

agglomeration effects in cities.

The firm produces according to a Cobb-Douglas production function with constant

returns to scale. For the consumption good firm operating in region z at period t, solves

the following intratemporal problem:

max
{KC,z,t,HC,z,t,LC,z,t}

Cz,t − rKC,z,t − pHz,tHC,z,t − wz,tLC,z,t (2.19a)

s.to

Cz,t = Y (KC,z,t, HC,z,t, LC,z,t) = φC,zK
α1
C,z,tH

α2
C,z,tL

α3
C,z,t (2.19b)

Here, Cz,t denotes the production of consumption good in region z at time t, while

KC,z,t, HC,z,t and LC,z,t denote inputs demands for foreign capital, housing and labor,

respectively, in region z at time t. In this notation, φC,z captures the region specific

productivity of the firm and to obey constant returns to scale, α1 + α2 + α3 = 1.

The price-taking firm chooses relative input levels as determined by the set of first

order conditions:

KC : φC,zα1K
α1−1
C,z,t H

α2
C,z,tL

α3
C,z,t = r

HC : φC,zα2K
α1
C,z,tH

α2−1
C,z,t L

α3
C,z,t = pHz,t

LC : φC,zα3K
α1
C,z,tH

α2
C,z,tL

α3−1
C,z,t = wz,t

Solving the firms’ problem does not give us the factor demands in closed form due to

the CRS assumption. However, one can back out the relative factor demands (in units of

LC):

KC,z,t = α1

α3

wz,t
r
LC,z,t (2.20)

HC,z,t = α2

α3

wz,t
pHz,t

LC,z,t (2.21)

Substituting the factor demands in the production function we can write the produc-

tion of consumption good in region r as a function of LC .

Cz,t = φC,z

(
α1

α3

wz,t
r

)α1
(
α2

α3

wz,t
pHz,t

)α2

LC,z,t (2.22)
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Furthermore, due to the CRS assumption and under a competitive market, the zero

profit condition of the Consumption firm in region z and period t can be written as:

φC,z =
(
r

α1

)α1
(
pHz,t
α2

)α2 (
wz,t
α3

)α3

(2.23)

2.6.4 Government

There are two levels of government in the model. The tax on labor income in the model,

τL is set exogenously by a central government and is uniform across regions. The labor

tax is included in the model to measure the potential increase in government revenues

due to to the efficiency gains of switching to a land tax. The more relevant agents are the

local governments who wish to maximize welfare in their region using one of the property

taxes at their disposal, τH and τT , to finance unproductive spending. The problem of

each local government can be written as follows.

max
{τHz ,τTz }

∞∑
t=0

∑
i

βt

(
Cγ
i,z,tH

1−γ
i,z,t

)σ
σ

(2.24a)

s.to

Gz = τHz p
H
z,tHz,t + τTz p

T
z,tTz. (2.24b)

The objective function of the government is simply the discounted sum of utilities of all

households (landowners and renters). The budget constraint forces a balance between the

exogenous level of unproductive18 regional government expenditures, Gz, and the revenues

from housing taxes and land taxes in each region. We exogenously set the taxation of

labor to a fixed value, and focus on the decision between the level of property or land

taxation.

For simplicity, we assume the choice for the local governments to be between taxing

only housing, or only land. This comparison constitutes the main policy experiment to

be carried out. Thus, we ignore the possibility of two tier property tax regimes in which

both land and structures are taxed, albeit at different rates. It should be noted that,

given to the concavity of the utility function, variations in consumption for lower income

18A relevant extension of this model would be to include provision of public goods and study to which
extent different types of property taxation can capture the value of the public goods as tax revenue.
Arnott and Stiglitz (1979) shows how, under particular conditions, a LVT can raise enough revenue to
finance optimal level of public goods investment.
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levels are bound to create larger fluctuations in utility.

2.6.5 Competitive Equilibrium

The competitive equilibrium of this model for a given period will be given by a vector of

tax policies {τL, τHz , τTz } equilibrium prices {wz, pHz pSz , pTz } and allocations {Ci, Hi, S
′
F , S

′
L,

KC , HC}, for z ∈ {A,B}, such that, given prices and initial conditions on stock of struc-

tures in the economy (SF,z, SL,z), the allocation solves the maximization problems of

households (renters and landowners) and firms (Housing, Structures and Consumption

Good) in each region in the economy, as well as ensure all markets (consumption, housing,

structures, labor and capital) are in equilibrium, that the migration condition on wages

of different regions is satisfied, and the budget constraint of governments is satisfied.

The model is solved for a two-dimensional grid of the relevant states in the economy, the

initial stock of structures for the housing firm and households (SF , SL). The computational

algorithm used to solve the model can be found in Appendix E.

2.6.6 Calibration

Calibration of the model requires the determination of a set of parameters related to the

distribution of land and households across different regions. In order to establish these

parameters we use statistics computed from the ALKIS, land values and SOEP datasets

which allowed for the empirical analysis, as well as other aggregate statistics for Germany.

In order to split the total mass of land in the model (T̄ = 1), we used the municipal

data on average land value, size of municipality and population we have constructed.

First, we determined the cutoff average land value which separates urban from non-urban

municipalities using the aggregate value of urban population for Germany of 77%. This

cutoff was determined to be approximately 90e. Next, we determined the share of total

urban land by summing the total area of the municipalities previously determined to be

urban (average land value above 90e), and dividing it by the total area of all municipalities

in our sample. This yielded a number of roughly 25%. This means 77% of the population

in our sample of German states lives approximately 25% of the land area. Therefore, we

split total land in the model accordingly, with the high productivity region comprising

25% of total land.
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The trickiest split to estimate is the one concerning the division of land within each

region between landowners and the housing firm. In order to calibrate this value for

each region we choose the share of land owned by the housing firm such that the average

Land Value Share of the landowners matches our empirical observations. Specifically, we

calibrate the share of land owned by the landowners in the high productivity region in

order to match an average Land Value Share in the region of 0.44, and we do the same for

the low productivity region to match an average land value share of 0.18. These numbers

are in line with the results for land value share in the highest and lowest average land

value quintiles. This calibration implies a share of 34% of land in region A owned by

landowners and a share of 74% in region B.

We exogenously split our unit mass of households between renters and landowners to

reflect the average homeownership rate in Germany, which is close to 50%, one of the

highest in OECD countries.

According to our household survey data, homeownership rate in urban areas is 45%. In

order to exogenously split our mass of owner-occupier landowners, we compute the share

of landowners in cities by multiplying the share of urban population (77%) by the urban

homeownership rate (44%). From here, we arrive at the conclusion that roughly 35% of

households are urban landowners with the rest of the landowners (15% of total households)

being located in the non-urban region. Given this distribution of landowners and the 77/23

split in urban/non-urban population, we can easily calculate the corresponding share of

renters in each region as well. 84% of renters live in urban region and only 16% in the

non-urban region.

In order to compute the productivity differential between the urban and non-urban

region, we determine what level of regional productivities justify the observed split be-

tween urban and non-urban population, given the migration condition must hold. We first

set the productivity of the high productivity region exogenously. Next, we pin down the

relative productivity of the low productivity region, φC,B by matching the distribution

of renter households. We estimate the model given the exogenous split of renters and

landowners between regions (namely that 84% of renters live in the urban, high produc-

tivity region), adjusting the productivity level of the low productivity region as to ensure

the migration condition is met. Using this method, the estimated productivity in the low
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productivity region is estimated to be 14% lower. This differential between productivity

across regions is then kept fixed for the policy experiments carried out later, with the

share of renter in each region allowed to fluctuate to ensure the migration condition is

satisfied.

The exponent of housing in the production function of the consumption good is cal-

ibrated to match a of housing share of output equal to 16%. The share of labor is

exogenously determined to be 0.6, and the share of capital is set at 0.32 in order to

accommodate a constant elasticity of substitution.

Initial level of regional housing tax rates is set so as to raise revenues equal to 1.2%

of total output19 in the steady state of the model under the housing tax. This translates

into levels of τH close to 0.07 for both regions. In the policy experiment, the land value

tax is chosen in order to raise the same absolute level of revenue as the housing tax in the

benchmark mode, Gz (not the same ratio to total output).

In Table 2.5 we have the parameters for the benchmark model. Parameters which

haven’t been addressed are chosen to match standard values in the literature, namely

Garriga et al. (2019b), which uses a similar setup, including for technology for the pro-

duction of housing.

19in accordance with OECD statistics of fiscal revenues. https://www.oecd.org/tax/revenue-statistics-
germany.pdf
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Parameter Intuition Value Target
Land distribution
T̄ Total land 1 -
TA Land in Region A 0.25 -
TLA % Land owned by HH in A 0.34 LVS in A
TLB % Land owned by HH in B 0.74 LVS in B

Household Distribution
L̄ Total mass of households 1 -
LL Mass of landowners 0.5 German homeownership
LLA Landowners living in A 0.35 Urban homeownership

Household preferences
β Discount factor 0.96 Garriga et. al
σ Intertemporal Substitution 0.5 Garriga et. al
γ Consumption share 0.75 -

Housing Production
φH Productivity 12 -
δ Structures depreciation 0.1 Garriga et. al
χ Substitution in Housing -1 Garriga et. al

Consumption Firm
φC,A Productivity in A 15 -
φC,B Productivity in B 0.86 Share of renters in A
α1 Capital parameter 0.32 1 - α2 - α3

α2 Housing parameter 0.08 Share of housing in output
α3 Labor parameter 0.6 -

Structures Firm
φS Productivity 0.001 Share of land in Output

Capital Market
r Interest rate 0.04 -

Taxes
τL Tax rate on labor 0.2 -
τH,A Tax rate on housing in A 0.07 1.2% of Output
τH,B Tax rate on housing in B 0.075 1.2% of Output
τT,A Tax rate on land in A 0 -
τT,B Tax rate on land in B 0 -

Table 2.5: Parameter values of the benchmark model.

Another set of parameters concerns the distribution of productivity and land holdings

across landowner households. The productivity levels are set based on the average of

the five quintiles of earnings and built to replicate the concentration visible in Figure

2.6. Average productivity of landowners is normalized to 1 and the variance is scaled
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accordingly. The productivity level of renters is set based on the ratio of average earnings

of renters to average earnings of landowners in the SOEP data for 2017, which is roughly

equal to 0.7. Thus productivity of renters in the model is set to 70% that of the average

landowner. A similar approach is used to set the level of land holdings across landowners.20

Given the five levels of productivity and five levels of land holdings, landowners are

distributed across 25 possible combinations along these two dimensions. In order to deter-

mine this distribution we resort to calibrating a discretized bivariate normal distribution,

with means equal to the means of landowner productivity and a variance-covariance ma-

trix where the variances of productivity and land holdings match empirical observation

and where the covariance between the two variables is calibrated to replicate the empir-

ical relation between income and Land Value Share. We do this by running a log-log

regression21 of land value shares (which are an output of the model) on income levels of

households in the model, controlling for the region. As the covariance increases, more

mass is attributed to the landowner subtypes close to the diagonal of the matrix (low-

income/low-land and high-income/high-land) leading to less mass for subtypes off the

diagonal. Strengthening this correlation leads to a stronger link between income and land

value share in the model, as, conditional on income, higher land holdings will be associ-

ated with higher land value share, on average. Achieving a coefficient on income of -0.16

like in our empirical analysis implies a positive correlation of 70% between productivity

levels and land holdings. Figure 2.9 depicts a 3D bar plot of the resulting distribution of

landowners.

20A plot of the distributions from which the levels are calculated can be found in Appendix D
21Weighed by the respective mass of households in the model.
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Figure 2.9: Landowners’ distribution across productivity and land holding
levels.
Average and standard deviations of productivity and land holdings are (µ = 1, σ = 0.711) and
(µ = 0.2, σ = 0.49), respectively. Covariance is 0.24, implying a correlation of 70%.

The final distributional decision concerns the shares of the housing firm across landown-

ers which determines how its profits are distributed. Empirical data on how income from

renting other housing units was distributed across income and land value holdings was

not available. We decided to distribute housing firm profits equally across subtypes (ac-

counting for their different mass). Given the distribution of other secondary residences

is highly concentrated and correlated with income, this assumption will likely lead to an

underestimation of the progressivity of property taxation.

2.7 Model Results

2.7.1 Optimal Policies

We begin by analysing the solution to the intertemporal problem faced by the landowners

and the housing firm, as it constitutes the core of the dynamics we are attempting to cap-

ture. Figures 2.10 and 2.11 show the policy functions resultant of the dynamic problems
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faced by housing firm and landowners for our benchmark model (here we show the policy

function for an arbitrary landowner, as the policy functions across landowners display the

same general shape, differing primarily in regards to their level, with more productive

households and those holding higher level of land finding it optimal to maintain a higher

stock of structures). The x-axis contains the grid of possible levels of structures with

which the agents can enter any given period. The y-axis contains the level of structures

after depreciation and investment in new structures. The plots show sensible behaviour.

For low initial levels of structures, it is optimal for the agents to invest quite heavily in new

structures. The steady state is found for the level of structures where the line depicting

the optimal policy crosses the 45 degree line (dashed line), as it marks the point where

the level of structure the agents starts the period with is the same with which it ends the

period, having to invest in enough new structures to counteract the effect of depreciation.

For initial values of structures substantially above the steady state level, the investment

in new structures is zero and thus the level of structures is reduced by the amount of

depreciation, as it is assumed it is not possible to have negative investment in structures.

After a certain point, the optimal level of structures coincides with the (1− δ)St−1 dotted

line, which is slightly flatter than the 45 degree line.
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Figure 2.10: Housing Firm’s optimal policy for investing in structures.
Figure depicts the optimal policy function of the housing firm in the urban region (A).

Figure 2.11: Landowners’ optimal policy for investing in structures.
Figure depicts the optimal policy function of a landowner living in the urban region (A) with
highest productivity level and highest land holding level.
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The policies of the housing firm and the landowners differ with respect to their be-

haviour for low initial level of structures. For the housing firm, the marginal cost of

investing in structures is constant as it comprises only the price which must be paid for

the investment in structures, which is also the only expenditure of the housing firm (be-

sides paying property taxes). This investment lowers current profits, but since the firm

is maximizing the stream of profits and does not weigh present profits more heavily than

future profits, the firm finds it optimal to jump to the steady state level of structures

immediately22. For households, however, a higher level of investment in structures must

be compensated by a lower level of consumption of the tradable good in order for the bud-

get constraint to hold. Given the concavity of the household’s utility function, investing

enough to get to the steady state immediately would imply an inefficiently low level of

tradable consumption today. Instead, households will smooth their consumption of trad-

able good and housing. Nevertheless, the exogenous level of land holding by landowners

creates a very high marginal utility of structures investment for low initial level of struc-

tures. Intuitively, this makes sense. It is akin to a family which must completely rebuild

their house after a tornado. It might take a few years for the family to recreate the lost

house, but the bulk investment is made shortly after the house has been lost.

2.7.2 Regional Differences in Steady State

2.7.2.1. Aggregate

We now compare the steady state of the model in region A (Urban/City) and region

B (Rural/Village), in order to demonstrate that the model can replicate some of the

most important empirical findings uncovered in sections 4 and 5, among other established

differences between urban and rural areas.

Table 2.6 shows the level of some important variables and statistics, as well as the

difference between the urban and rural regions, measured by their ratio. Concerning

prices, our model can replicate the observed differences in magnitudes. Price of housing

in the urban region is three times higher than in the rural region. Meanwhile, the ratio of

land prices, measured by the marginal productivity of land for the housing firm operating

22This could be relaxed by the introduction of a convex adjustment cost to reflect some time-to-build
constraints which are likely to exist. However, it is unlikely to meaningfully change the steady state, and
thus, for simplicity, we abstract form that dimension.
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in each region, greatly exceeds the ratio for housing prices, with land price in cities being

27 times higher. Average land values in our municipalities ranged from below 10e to over

1000e in Berlin, a ratio of over 100, meaning the results of the model are well within a

reasonable range. At the same time, our model also delivers a wage premium for renters

living in the city (close to 12%) in order to compensate the higher cost of housing. As a

result of this difference in relative prices of housing to tradable goods, the model produces

differences in relative consumption of housing across regions. In the urban region, renters

consume a higher quantity of the tradable good and less housing services than renters

living in the rural region. Intuitively, this result captures the standard empirical fact that

urban households, especially in big cities, live in small apartments, while at the same time

enjoying the access to a higher variety and, often, quality of goods and services in cities.

The housing output to total regional output is 16% in both regions, broadly consistent

with the value for developed economies which is close to 15%. Regional output in the

model is measured by adding up total production of the tradable good, which is the

numeraire, production of new structures times the price of structures and total housing

production (Housing firm plus landowners23) multiplied by the price of housing in the

region. Due to the greater scarcity of land and housing in the urban region and greater

demand by the majority of renters, profits of the housing firm are considerably higher

than in the rural region. However, as a share of output, housing firm profits stand at

around 10% of output.

The ratio of total regional land rents to output presents a higher disparity than that

of housing rents. The model generates a value of 9% for the urban region and a much

lower 4% for the rural region, consistent with empirical data in the literature, showing the

majority of land value is concentrated in large metropolitan areas. This value is important

for the analysis as it constitutes the ceiling for land value tax revenues and because it

gives some insight into the disparity between LVT revenue neutral tax rates in urban and

rural areas. In the model, 90% of total land value in the economy is coming from land in

the urban region.

Due to the calibration, average land value shares (LVS) of landowners in our regions

match our empirical counterparts. The urban region has a land value share close to 44%

23We include the implicit rents of owner-occupiers, as is standard in national accounts.
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Urban Rural Ratio
(A) (B) (A)/(B)

Prices
Wage 95.84 85.67 1.12
Price of Housing 4.91 1.75 2.80
Price of Land 45.62 1.68 27.13

Quantities
Structures (Firm) 0.29 0.15 1.93
Housing Produced (Firm) 2.83 1.90 1.49
Structures (Landlords) 0.12 0.10 1.22
Housing Produced (Landlords) 1.25 1.31 0.95
Tradable Good Produced 103.32 29.59 3.49
Total Output 123.34 35.22 3.50

Housing share of Output 0.16 0.16 1.02
Land share of Output 0.09 0.04 2.58
Housing Firm Profits 12.71 2.99 4.26
Revenues from Housing Tax 1.46 0.42 3.46
Land Value Share
Average Landlord LVS 0.44 0.19 3.46
Firm LVS 0.39 0.05 2.36

Table 2.6: Regional differences in benchmark model with tax rate on housing
calibrated to generate revenues equal to 1.2% of Output.

and the rural region 18%. The housing firm’s land value shares are 39 and 5%. This is a

number for which the empirical analysis does not provide a term of comparison. Never-

theless, it seems intuitive that firms and renters, who wouldn’t have such an attachment

to location as landowners, would relocate more easily if land prices became too high, and

thus exhibit lower levels of land value share. We now move on to the analysis of the

distributional heterogeneity across regions.

2.7.2.2. Distributional

Renters in the rural region consume more than twice the housing services of those in

the urban region, however, they also experience a steady state level of consumption of

tradable good which is 10% lower. Comparative to the landowners, the utility level of

renters in the model closely resembles that of the least productive landowners with low

levels of land holdings. The lowest landowners have a lower productivity level than the
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renters, but they don’t have to use their income to buy housing, only for the upkeep of

their structures, which is a much lower cost, resulting in similar levels of utility.

Figure 2.12 shows a boxplot of Land Value Shares generated by the model. This

boxplot is designed to allow one to quickly grasp differences both across regions and

income levels intuitively. The plot is first divided into regions in the x-axis, with the

urban region (A) on the left and the rural region (B) on the right. Within each region

the plot is further subdivided into different income/productivity levels. Within each

region/income group, the box plot shows the distribution of land value share across land

holding subtypes. The tail end of the whiskers marks the land value share of the first and

fifth levels. The edge of the boxes mark the value for the second and fourth levels and

the dark line within each box represents the level of the third level. Additionally, the plot

shows an additional dot within each box representing the weighted average of land value

share for the region/productivity level subtype.

Figure 2.12: Land value shares of Landowners across regions and income
levels.

As we had seen before, the model can capture the disparity of land value share found

in the data, with the average share in urban region being more than twice that of the

rural region. More interesting is the heterogeneity within regions. The model replicates
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the empirical pattern whereby land value share decreases, on average, in income, although

with large heterogeneity within income level. The range of LVS within the first income

level in the urban region goes from 35 to 65% between the lower and higher level of land

holdings. For the most productive households it goes from just under 30% to just over

50%. This reduced variance of the Land Value Share along higher income levels is also a

feature of the data.

As a term of comparison, Figure D.2 in the appendix shows the empirical counterparts

of Figure 2.12. It depicts empirical land value shares for 5 quintiles of average land value.

To the left the regions with lowest average land value (more rural), to the right the most

urban regions. Most of the mass of households in the highest land value quintile ranges

from 25 to 60%, broadly consistent with the pattern for our urban region in the model.

As for the rural region, it presents a pattern which resembles an average of the two lowest

land value quintiles,24 with land value shares between 15% and 40%. Model results also

do a good job of capturing the slight negative correlation with income.

Differences in consumption levels across regions reflect the differences in the relative

price of housing. Landowners in the rural region consume less tradable good, but higher

housing, same as the renters. Variation in consumption within income level is small. This

makes sense, since investment in structures is equally small as only 1.5% of the stock

of structures depreciates every period. In the extreme case there were no depreciation,

once households achieved their steady state stock of structures, they would never have to

invest in structures again and variation in consumption would be totally accounted for by

variation in income. Variation in housing across income levels is much more substantial,

driven by exogenous differences in land holdings. Boxplots similar to Figure 2.12 for the

level of tradable and housing consumption levels can be found in Appendix F.

It is worthwhile to remark that these stark differences in outcomes between regions

in the model are obtained while maintaining most parameters constant across regions.

Differences are being driven by a relatively modest productivity gap in the production of

the tradable good, allied with a higher relative scarcity of productive land in cities due to

cities representing only 25% of the land mass in the model. Indeed, the model assumes

24This makes sense, as our cutoff for splitting population according to average land value in the model
is 90e, and the cutoff between the first and second quintles of average land value in the empirical analysis
is only 50e.
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regions are equivalent in some characteristics in which reality would probably disprove

such an assumption. For example, one would expect the distribution of productivities to

be different across regions, with cities attracting the most productive households due to

a matching effect. However, due to the challenges in isolating difference in wages coming

from higher price level and higher level of productivity we opted to keep productivity

distribution equal in both regions. The same holds for distribution of land holdings and

potential heterogeneous concentration across regions. Price of structures is also assumed

to be equal even if differences in the wage level could lead one to think price of structures

would be higher in cities. These are all potential aspects where more regional heterogeneity

would improve the results of the model, however, for simplicity and due to a lack of credible

priors, we assume homogeneity along these dimensions.

2.7.3 Policy Experiments

2.7.3.1. Aggregate Impact

The policy experiment to be carried out consists in the replacement of the tax on housing

with a revenue neutral tax on land rents. The first step in running the policy experiment

is simulating the model in order to find the revenue neutral land tax rates. Given the

similarity of the share of output to total output between regions, the tax rate on housing

rents was almost the same in both regions. For a land tax, that is not the case. Land

rents constitute a much higher share of total output in the urban region A, than in region

B. For this reason, in order to generate the same revenue for local government, the tax

rate in the rural region will have to be higher than in the urban region. This is consistent

with our empirical finding illustrated in Figure 2.7, showing that revenue neutral land tax

rates in high average land value regions are less than half those in low average land value

regions. Land rent tax neutral rates in the model are 11.2 % in the urban region (from

a tax rate on housing of 7%) and 31% in the rural region (from a tax rate on housing of

7.5%).

Table 2.7 shows the percentage changes in steady state level of relevant variables in

the model for both regions, after switching from a tax on housing to a tax on land rents.

The first effect to notice is the one on the steady state level of structures. As expected,

the optimal stock of structures under a land tax is considerably higher in both regions, as
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the reduction in the marginal cost of investment in structures increases the equilibrium

level structures and housing. Contrary to initial intuition, introduction of a land tax

actually promotes a greater increase in structures in the rural region. This intuition was

justified by the fact that high productivity regions would be the ones where removing

the inefficiency of the property tax would lead to a largest relative increase in structures

investment due to higher housing prices in the urban region and, thus, a higher return

on investment. Although this effect exists, it is only half of the story, as high productive

regions also suffer from a higher scarcity of land, meaning each additional increment

in structures results in less housing produced. This can be observed by comparing the

increases in housing across regions resulting from the respective increases in structures.

An increase in structures of the housing firm of almost 8% in the rural region leads to

increased housing supply of almost 7%, while a 2% increase in the urban region results

in only 0.84% more housing. So, even if one more unit of housing is worth more in the

urban region, the investment in structures required to achieve an extra unit of housing

is also much higher in the urban region. Indeed, this scarcity effect seems to dominate,

leading to greater increase in structures in the rural region.

Despite the more pronounced increase in housing supply in the rural region, price of

housing falls more in the urban region. This is a result of migration. Absent migration,

price of housing would fall more in the rural region, however the inflow of renters seeking

these lower rents depresses rents in cities and increases rents in the rural region. In the

end, price of housing decreases by 2.14% in the urban region and by 0.78% in the rural

region while urban population decreases from 77% to 76%. This represents a decrease of

1.2% of total population in the Urban region and a compensating increase of 4.3% in the

rural region. Wages increase, though only slightly, compared to house prices, meaning

real wages increase in both regions. Again, without migration wage increase in the rural

region would be larger, but the increase in the labor supply dampens the effect.

Land prices change the most and with different sign across regions. In the urban

region the price of land falls 3.59% which is driven by the fall in the price of housing.

In the rural region, price of land goes up 7.17%, even though price of housing decreases

slightly, due to the robust increase in the equilibrium stock of structures which increases

the marginal productivity of land. As a consequence of changes in the price of land, the

introduction of the land tax reduces land value share in the urban region and increases it
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Urban Rural

Prices
Wage 0.28 0.31
Price of Housing -2.14 -0.78
Price of Land -3.59 7.17

Quantities
Population -1.30 4.35
Structures (Firm) 2.06 7.93
Housing (Firm) 0.84 6.96
Structures (Landlords) 2.36 5.18
Housing (Landlords) 1.77 5.04
Output -0.84 3.78

Renters
Consumption 0.29 0.11
Housing 2.48 0.90
Utility 1.11 0.40

LVS (Landlord) -3.35 1.54

Table 2.7: Changes (in %) from steady state of model with regional housing
taxes to one with revenue equivalent regional land rent taxes.
Change in utility of renters measured using consumption equivalent variation.

in rural region.

As for the consumption good sector, effects are asymmetric across regions, with output

slightly decreasing in the urban region and increasing in the rural region. Decrease in

production in the urban region is due to the migration of renters, which reduces the

equilibrium labor supply. This is slightly offset by higher use of housing in production

due the decrease in housing cost. The rural region, on the other hand, experiences two

positive shocks, more and cheaper housing and an inflow of labor from cities.

Overall, the switch to a land tax regime creates some convergence between the two

regions with the price differentials we observed in Table 2.7 being reduced across the

board. Additionally, the central government experiences a very slight overall increase in

revenues from labor taxation (around 0.2%) due to increased efficiency.

It should be noted, the magnitude of the general equilibrium effects are naturally a

function of the size of initial level of property taxation, which in Germany is small (little

over 1% of output) compared to other OECD countries where property tax revenues are
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on average between two and three times higher. Replacing property taxes in countries

which rely more on property taxation is bound to lead to magnified effects.

2.7.3.2. Distributional Impact

As can be seen in the bottom of Table 2.7, renters in both regions benefit with the change

in property taxation regime, with those living in the urban region benefiting the most,

1.11% vs. 0.40%, in consumption equivalence terms. This measure is merely a calculation

of how much the consumption of tradable good would have to change from benchmark

in order to replicate the same variation in utility brought about by the introduction of

the revenue neutral land tax. The variations in utility are a result of renters in the urban

region experiencing an increase in consumption of tradable good and housing services of

0.29 and 2.48%, respectively, near three times the increases for renters in the rural region.

In order to study the impact on landowners, we once again resort to a boxplot. Figure

2.13 shows the consumption equivalent variations for renters across regions and income

levels. The consumption equivalent variations are much more substantial for the rural

region than for the urban region. This follows from the fact that percentage changes

in aggregate quantities are also much more pronounced in the rural region.25 As we

have seen, changes in steady state stock of structures and housing is much higher in

the rural region where land is more abundant. But, more importantly, much more of

the adjustment in tax burdens is happening through landowners in the rural region than

through the housing firm, which owns much less land and produces much less housing

than the housing firm in the urban region. To understand this, imagine landowners in the

urban region own only a very small percentage of total land, and, therefore, also produce

little housing. In this case, changes in property taxation cannot produce large changes in

utility of landowners directly since landowners own very little property to begin with and

thus pay a small proportion of total property taxes in the region.

Within the urban region, we observe a pattern that is very much similar to the one

we arrived at in the empirical analysis. Changes are small, mostly below 0.5%, with

lower income landowners being, on average, slightly hurt by the introduction of the LVT.

Meanwhile, landowners in the highest income levels experience slight welfare gains, on

25Box plots with variation in consumption levels can be found in Appendix F.
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Figure 2.13: Consumption equivalent variations of landowners across regions
and income levels for a switch towards land value tax.

average. The only landowners which experience significant variations (greater than one

1%) are the low income landowners with the highest levels of land holdings, experiencing

a utility loss equivalent to a reduction of almost 2% in consumption of tradable goods.

In the rural region the story is quite different. The households with the most land

holdings are still losers from the measure, even experiencing much sharper falls in utility

(between 1% and 6% of consumption equivalent variation). However, other landowners

gain from the measure substantially. The range of gains and losses is higher for the

lower income landowners due to a scaling effect in which the same absolute variation in

consumption implies a higher relative variation for low income households which exhibited

lower initial levels of consumption. Another difference in relation to the urban region is

the pattern of average consumption equivalent variation across income levels. Besides all

income levels benefiting from a LVT, on average, it seems low income landowners benefit

the most, driven by larger utility gains of households with low levels of land holdings.

It should be noted the model offers some limitations concerning the capture of het-

erogeneous fluctuations of land prices within regions, especially urban regions where the
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disparity in land values from city center to suburban regions can be large. The model

implicitly assumes variations in land prices will affect all households equally as land is

homogeneous within each region. However, research shows increases in land prices are

stronger in city centers, causing the geographical concentration of land values observed in

the data. The model therefore misses the channel through which increases in land prices

are likely to lead to higher concentration, and vice-versa. However, given price variations

in the city are relatively small, the influence of this channel is likely to be equally small.

We turn to the analysis of social welfare measured by (2.24b). Replacement of the hous-

ing tax with the land value tax results in a welfare improvement in the model. This is not

surprising, given our distributional results. Breaking down this result in terms of regional

variation and renter/landowner disparities gives a clearer picture of its drivers. Welfare

increases more in the rural region, due to the considerable welfare gains by landowners,

who are predominant in the rural region. Aggregate welfare of landowners in the urban

region remains fairly constant. As for renters, their welfare increases in both regions, al-

though more in the urban region. In the end the only losers are landowners with large land

holdings (irrespective of income level, although the effect is magnified for lower incomes),

especially in the rural area. However, these losses do not offset the gains of renters and

lower land holding landowners.

Finally, we performed a transition analysis in which the economy starts from the steady

state of the benchmark model with a housing tax and transitions into the steady state

of the model under a tax on land rents. Given the modest magnitude of the change in

tax regimes and the relative rapid convergence resulting from the nature of the policy

functions of the housing firm and landowners (the model reaches the new steady state

after two periods), the results of the welfare analysis remain largely unchanged.

2.8 Conclusion

This paper provides the first empirical identification of the distribution of property and

land values at a household level and their relation to income in order to assess the dis-

tributional effects of switching from a property tax based on house values to one based

on land values. To complement this analysis, a theoretical model is developed to capture

general equilibrium effects of this transition. Land value taxation offers various theoreti-
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cal advantages over property taxation, but the distributional consequences at a household

level remained unknown, making its implementation hard to justify. Using geographical

matching, official land values and lot data for five German states, we estimate the land

value associated with the household’s primary property value for a sample of close to 2400

homeowners in the German household survey for 2017.

At a municipal level, we find revenue neutral property tax rates on average around

0.6%, with considerable regional differences (lower rates the more densely populated). We

find the aggregate level of land value to be substantially high, around 1.2 times GDP for

the whole region.

At a household level we find considerable heterogeneity in the relative distributions of

land and property with an average value of 33% for the share of land value to property

value, which was shown to be a sufficient statistic to determine winners and losers from a

switch to LVT. We also find no distributional impact from a switch to LVT at a federal

implementation level, but a regressive impact at a regional level. Given that property

taxation has traditionally been executed at a regional level, the regressive result is our

preferred one. Although the quantitative impact in absolute terms for our sample is

modest, due to low reliance on property taxes in Germany, in relative terms, we find

households in the first income quintile can experience an increase of around 25%, on

average, on their tax burden.

The empirical analysis does not capture the efficiency gains of implementing a LVT,

namely through higher housing investment and subsequent lower rents, ignoring effects on

renters. We address this by using the insights from the empirical analysis to build a theo-

retical model with heterogeneous households and regions where a housing tax discourages

investment in residential structures. We use the model to study the general equilibrium

and distributional effects of switching towards a tax on land rents.

Results from the model show that a tax on land fosters substantial investment in

structures, leading to more housing and reductions in housing rents. This effect is more

pronounced in non-urban regions where land scarcity is less of a problem, leading to

some migration from higher to lower population density regions and generally lead to

regional convergence. Land prices decrease in urban regions and increase in rural ones.

Distributionally, renters experience welfare gains in both regions, though more so in cities.
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Welfare of landowners in urban regions does not change considerably, on average. Most

landowners in rural regions benefit considerably. Nevertheless, there are welfare losses for

landowners with high land value holdings, especially for low income households and those

living in rural regions. Overall impact on welfare is positive, driven mostly by renters and

improved welfare in non-urban regions for most landowners.

It is also worthwhile to discuss the idiosyncrasies of the German reality and how they

might affect these results. First Germany does not rely heavily on property taxes, meaning

the efficiency gains of a transition to a LVT are likely to be smaller than in other countries.

Second, Germany has a low homeownership rate, meaning the positive effects through the

rental market are likely to be smaller in other countries, and the landowner effects more

important. Third, Germany is a multipolar country with many medium sized cities, in

contrast to France or England where Paris and London dominate. Regional differences

are likely to be even more important in countries where population is more concentrated.

Looking ahead, if recent trends of increased gentrification continue, it might lead to

an allocation of households across land value areas more in line with household income,

making LVT more naturally progressive than property value tax. Regardless, both are

likely to produce winners and losers across all income classes, creating the need for careful

implementation. This can be accomplished, for example, through exemptions, phase-in

periods or the implementation of complementary policies targeted at low income house-

holds.
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Appendix

A Construction of SOEP 2.0

Figure A1: Data construction flowchart.
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B ALKIS - Example

To illustrate the level of precision in our ALKIS lot data, we show a random street in

our data as it appears in satellite imagery obtained with GoogleMaps, in Figure B.1,

and its representation in our GIS data, Figure B.2. One can easily see how the ALKIS

data constitutes an accurate representation of reality as the delimitation of the lots in the

data lines up with the boundaries between properties observed from satellite imagery. It

should be noted that the ALKIS data can even differentiate between two lots associated

with semi-detached houses.

Figure B.1: Seidelbastweg, Hamburg in GoogleMaps.
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Figure B.2: Seidelbastweg, Hamburg in ALKIS data.
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C Decomposing the Income Elasticity of the Land
Value Share

In this section we lay out a simple analytic framework to decompose the effect of income

on the land value share in several intuitive channels. The decomposition sheds light on

the origins of the distributional effect and once again accentuates the importance of a

regional consideration. We present our results in terms of elasticities and estimate the

main parameters using data from SOEP 2.0.

The LVS of household i is given by LV Si = LVi/PVi. Accordingly, income has an im-

pact on the LVS through the denominator (land and structures value) and the nominator

(land value). Within the scope of our paper, we keep the effect of income on structure

value as a whole, but decompose the effect on land value. Mechanically, we can decompose

the household’s land value into its constituent components according to our calculation:

LVi = lvi
lot.sizei
hhi

lvi denotes the land value per m2, lot.sizei denotes the size of the lot the house of the

household is built and hhi denotes the number of households sharing the lot given by the

product of number of addresses and number of neighbours per address. Substituting this

expression back into our identity of LVS in logs we get

log(LV Si) = log
(
lvi
lot.sizei
hhi

)
− log(PVi)

We can further break down this identity until we arrive at a linear relation between

the logs of these variables.

log(LV Si) = log(lvi) + log(sizei)− log(PVi)

Here, lot.sizei/hhi was kept as a single variable and renamed sizei. In a next step,

we break down lvi into a regional component which is the average land value of the re-

gion (Alvi) and a factor capturing the deviation from the regional average (Rlvi), which

henceforth we denote as relative land value (as in relative to the average of the munici-

pality). So, if household i resides in a lot with a land value per m2 of 120¤, located in

a municipality where the average land value per m2 is 100¤, we can rewrite the 120 as
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100× 1.2. Applying this decomposition to our LVS expression and once again separating

the resulting multiplication inside the log, we arrive at:

log(LV Si) = log(Alvi) + log(Rlvi) + log(sizei)− log(PVi) (25)

So far, we have decomposed the land value in three components. We continue by

setting up a Structural Equation Model (SEM) to quantify the impact of income on LVS

through each of them. In order to determine the full impact of each component, we have

to quantify their impact through property value, too. We perform the relevant corrections

ex post.

From (25) the income elasticity of the share can be decomposed to:

∂ log(LV Si)
∂ log(Ii)

= ∂ log(Alvi)
∂ log(Ii)

+ ∂ log(Rlvi)
∂ log(Ii)

+ ∂ log(sizei)
∂ log(Ii)

− ∂ log(PVi)
∂ log(Ii)

(26)

The first three terms of (26) are denoted as: Regional Effect (RE), Neighborhood

Effect (NE), Size Effect (SE). Broadly, they capture the impact of income on the LVS

through: the correlation between the regional price level and income (RE), the decision

to live in a neighborhood with a certain level of amenities (NE), the decision to live in a

bigger lot and a Single or Multiple Family House (SE). The last term of (26) captures the

full impact of income on the LVS through property value and it will be decomposed ex

post. Initially, we estimate the individual terms by using the following set of equations

in the framework of a SEM:

log(Alvi) = α1 + β1 log(Ii) + ε1,i (27a)

log(sizei) = α3 + β3 log(Ii) + γ3 log(Alvi) + ε3,i (27b)

log(Rlvi) = α2 + β2 log(Ii) + γ2 log(Alvi) + ε2,i (27c)

log(PVi) = α4 + β4 log(Ii) + γ4 log(Alvi) + ε4,i (27d)

In our SEM-framework, it is important to not only incorporate the direct impact

through Alvi in (27a). In (27c) the inclusion of Alvi corrects for the fact that in areas

with high average land values, mostly cities, the highest land values are measured in

zones where residential and commercial usages are mixed, e.g. in city centers. Thus,

fewer households live in these zones and so, the relative land value in cities is structurally
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underestimated. In (27b) the inclusion corrects for the fact that in municipalities with

high average land value, mostly cities, the average lot size is structurally smaller. Finally,

in (27d) the Alvi is included to control for different levels of construction costs in cities

versus villages.

Using the results of the SEM in (26), the average elasticity is given by:

∂ log(LV S)
∂ log(I) = (1 + γ2 + γ3 − γ4)β1 + β2 + β3 − β4 (28)

The effect through property value, β4, still carries the effect through land and structure

value. We decompose the effect in a structure value effect β5 and the different land value

effects, using the identity PVi = SVi +LVi. After some reformulations, explaied in detail

in the subsection C.1, the structure value effect is given by:

β5 =
(
PVi
SVi

)
(β4 + γ4β1)−

(
LVi
SVi

)
((1 + γ2 + γ3) β1 + β2 + β3) (29)

Using the results in (28), the income elasticity of the LVS finally reads:

∂ log(LV S)
∂ log(I) =

(
SVi
PVi

)
(1 + γ2 + γ3) β1︸ ︷︷ ︸

RE

+
(
SVi
PVi

)
β2︸ ︷︷ ︸

NE

+
(
SVi
PVi

)
β3︸ ︷︷ ︸

SE

−
(
SVi
PVi

)
β5︸ ︷︷ ︸

HE

(30)

The intuition of the first three terms was introduced before. Their magnitude is now

corrected for presence in denominator and nominator. The fourth effect is denoted as

House Effect (HE). It captures the impact of income on the LVS through the decision to

invest in the structure value, by renovation or buildup.

The Regional Effect is a special case in two ways. First, due to simultaneity, the

Regional Effect cannot be interpreted causally. Only households with a sufficiently high

income can afford to live in cities and surrounding municipalities given the soaring land

prices over the last years. However, at the same time, firms in cities tend to pay higher

wages in order to compensate for the higher living costs in these areas. Second, as argued

in the previous sections, the Regional Effect is irrelevant for a distributional assessment

as property taxes are collected on a municipal level.

Our preferred interpretation of the income elasticity of the LVS is the sum of NE,

SE and HE, the (regional) net elasticity. However, to accentuate the importance of the
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regional component and to hinge our analysis to previous sections, we run the full model

and present gross and net elasticity separately.

Figure D.1 shows the results of our decomposition of the income elasticity of the

LVS through a structural equation model. Given the identity-based approach of this

section, the estimates of the full elasticities (Gross Elasticity, Net Elasticity) match the

results of the log-log OLS regressions of LVS on income previously presented. The gross

income elasticity of LVS is not statistically different from zero, while after filtering out

the Regional Effect the net income elasticity is -0.15, significantly different from zero.

Figure C.1: Decomposition of the income elasticity of the land value share.
Gross effect includes effect of income through average land value effect (region effect). Net effect excludes this
channel.

We interpret the net effect and its components. The House Effect is close to -0.36,

dominating Neighborhood and Size Effect, which are at 0.15 and 0.05. The reason is

that structure value is easier to adjust than land value. Changing the land value by

altering the lot size is oftentimes not feasible due to physical constraints, changing the

land value by moving to a different neighborhood triggers moving costs. In general, the

argument applies independent of the direction of adjustment. However, in particular for

the Neighborhood Effect we find an accentuated downward rigidity. This means although

it is difficult to find high income households in low land value neighbourhoods, it is not

uncommon to find low income households in high land value neighbourhoods.
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In sum, this section shows that on average households with higher income: occupy

larger lots, live in more expensive areas, invest more in renovation and buildup of their

houses. Comparing the magnitudes, our analysis reveals that the house margin is the

dominant one. Thus property value is a better ’tag’ for income than land value, making

a Land Value Tax less progressive than a property tax within regions. Finally, to capture

this relation it is important to remove the regional veil.

C.1 Reformulation of Income effect on Structures Value

Given the construction of Land Value and Property Value, the following equation holds

by identity:

log (LVS) = log (Alv) + log (Rlv) + log (size)− log (PV)

See that throughout the presentation of the results, we drop the subscripts to ease the

exposition.

Accordingly, the income elasticity of the Land Value Share is given by:

∂ logLVS
∂ log I = ∂ logAlv

∂ log I + ∂ logRlv
∂ log I + ∂ log size

∂ log I −
∂ logPV
∂ log I

We can use the results of the regressions (27a) to (27d) in order to reformulate:

∂ logLVS
∂ log I = β1 +

(
β2 + γ2

∂ logAlv
∂ log I

)
+
(
β3 + γ3

∂ logAlv
∂ log I

)
−
(
β4 + γ4

∂ logAlv
∂ log I

)

Once again using the result from regression (27a) that ∂ logAlv
∂ log I = β1, we arrive at:

∂ logLVS
∂ log I = (1 + γ2 + γ3 − γ4) β1 + β2 + β3 − β4

In a next step, we want to decompose the income elasticity of property values in parts,

regarding the income elasticity of land value (LV) and structures value (SV). The steps

are:

∂ logPV
∂ log I =

∂PV
∂ log I

PV =
∂(SV + LV)

∂ log I

PV = SV
PV

∂SV
∂ log I

SV + LV
PV

∂LV
∂ log I

LV = SV
PV

∂ log SV
∂ log I + LV

PV
∂ logLV
∂ log I

Now, define the income elasticity of structures, such that β5 ≡ ∂ log SV
∂ log I . Furthermore,
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by our identities it holds that ∂ logLV
∂ log I = ∂ logAlv

∂ log I + ∂ logRlv
∂ log I + ∂ log size

∂ log I . Using the definitions

and the results from (27a) - (27b), we can reformulate:

∂ logPV
∂ log I = SV

PVβ5 + LV
PV ((1 + γ2 + γ3) β1 + β2 + β3)

Finally, from (27d) we also know that it holds that ∂ logPV
∂ log I = β4 + γ4β1. Putting the

equations together, we derive:

β4 = SV
PVβ5 + LV

PV ((1 + γ2 + γ3) β1 + β2 + β3)− γ4β1

Using this result, the income elasticity of the land value share derives as:

∂ logLVS
∂ log I = SV

PV (1 + γ2 + γ3) β1 + SV
PVβ2 + SV

PVβ3 −
SV
PVβ5

In this formulation, β5 can be recovered from results of (27a) - (27d) and multiplied by
SV
PV it constitutes the income elasticity of the land value share through the elasticity of

the structures value, our house effect.
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D Additional Empirical Results

Figure D.1: Concentration of earnings, housing value and land value holdings
in the data, by deciles.

Figure D.2: Land value share by income quintiles within average land value
quintiles.
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E Solving for the Competitive Equilibrium of the
Model

The algorithm, implemented in Matlab, to solve the equilibrium in period t for a given

vector of tax rates proceeds as follows:

1. Guess a level of share of renters in region A, ψ.

2. Compute pSt directly from (2.18).

3. Construct a grid for SF,z,t.

4. For each region z:

(a) Plug SF,z,t into production function of Housing Firm to find supply of housing HF,z,t

as a function of SF,z,t.

(b) Construct a grid for pHz,t.

(c) Using zero profit condition of housing firm, (2.23), write wz,t as a function of pHz,t.

(d) Using (2.4), write housing demand of renters as a function of pHt .

(e) Using (2.21), write housing demand of consumption firm as a function of pHt .

(f) Using housing market equilibrium, find the pHt which equilibrates housing market for

each possible level of SF,t.

(g) Solve the dynamic problem of the firm, using value function iteration, to get the

optimal choice of SF,z,t as a function of the state SF,z,t−1.

(h) Use equilibrium level of SF,z,t to identify corresponding values of prices.

5. Using equilibrium levels of wt and pHt in both regions, check if the real wage condition,

(2.10), is met. If not, go back to 1. and guess a new φA accordingly. If yes, proceed

with the rest of the algorithm.

6. Use equilibrium prices to find HC,z,t and HR,z,t from (2.4) and (2.21).

7. Find KC,z,t, and Cz,t from input demand, (2.20), and production function, (2.19b).
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8. Find CR and HR and from (2.3) and (2.4).

9. Solve the dynamic problem of landowners in the state space (SF , SL) to get policy

functions for S ′L.

10. Use housing production function, (2.12b) to find HL,z,t.

11. Use budget constraint of landowners and equilibrium prices and policy function to find

CL.

12. Compute Government revenue levels and check if initial tax rates raise the desired level,

if not, adjust accordingly.
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F Additional Model Results

Figure F.1: Tradable good consumption across regions and income levels.

Figure F.2: Tradable good consumption across regions and income levels.
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Figure F.3: Change in tradable good consumption after introduction of a
revenue neutral land value tax across regions and income levels.

Figure F.4: Change in housing services consumption after introduction of a
revenue neutral land value tax across regions and income levels.
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Abstract

This paper features a model designed to investigate the consequences joint household

and firm borrowing for macroeconomic stability in a small open economy setting. In the

model, households borrow from international markets against the collateral, land, which

households rent to domestic firms to use as an input in housing production. Housing firms

also borrow from international markets to finance a share of costs. This creates strate-

gic complementarities between household and firm borrowing which amplifies standard

financial accelerator effects, a credit spiral. Similarly to standard financial accelerator

models, an initial negative shock leads to decreases in the price of collateral which tight-

ens the borrowing constraints. Household borrowing decreases not just because the value

of its collateral decreases, but also because firms’ decreased borrowing capacity further de-

presses the price of land. This mechanism enhances the standard Fisherian debt deflation

and is shown to be present in downturns when an initial negative shock leads households

and firms to deleverage. Quantitatively, I find this credit spiral effect can lead to 40%

larger drops in household borrowing during sudden stop events, leading to sharper falls

in consumption during financial crises.

Keywords: Financial Crisis, Sudden Stop, Credit, Housing, Spillovers.
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3.1 Introduction

Can the leverage decisions of some agents influence the leverage decisions of other agents

in the economy, and exacerbate financial instability? Despite the prevailing landscape

of leveraged positions across most sectors in the economy and the potential for credit to

exacerbate business cycles, there is little research studying the interactions between credit

decisions of different agents.

By historical standards, both households and non-financial firms are highly leveraged.

Furthermore, these aggregates tend to comove. Beck et al. (2012) show there is strong

positive correlation between household and firm credit to GDP ratios for a panel of 45

countries between 1994 and 2005. While this co-movement can be explained by variation

of common factors in supply of credit, one could enquire as to whether there is a more

direct channel between the two aggregates, which are known to individually amplify real

shocks.

During the Great Recession, real estate market bubbles in economies such as Spain

were characterized by both mortgage borrowing by households and, at the same time, by

a boom in the construction sector which was also partially financed by credit. Credit to

the construction sector was seen as a good investment partially because household’s easy

access to mortgage lending ensured robust demand for housing. Thus, the banking sector

fueled both the demand and the supply side of the housing market, leading to a surge

in house prices and excessive construction. This exposure to the housing bubble put the

Spanish financial system in great stress and would have lead to even sharper adjustment

if not for the intervention of the ECB.

The vast majority of research has focused on the consequences of leverage for business

cycles and financial stability by assuming a particular sector, most often firms, are bor-

rowing against some collateral. The asset which serves as collateral also serves another

role in the economy, usually as an input. As a consequence, good economic conditions

increase the price of the input, which increases its collateral value which allows firms to

borrow more to finance its costs. When a downturn occurs, the value of the collateralized

input decreases, forcing the firm to adjust its leveraged position, depressing the price

of the input further. Thus, credit in the economy creates a financial accelerator which

magnifies real business cycles fluctuations.
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This paper attempts to extend the classic financial accelerator models by studying

the consequences having joint borrowing by firms and households in order to answer two

questions. First, can borrowing decisions of households and firms influence each other,

and how? Second, does omitting this spillover effect lead to significantly more financial

amplification than models with only one sector borrowing?

In order to answer the first question, I design a simple model which allows for closed

form solutions and thus an analytical characterization of the equilibrium. In order to

achieve tractability, this basic model relies on simplified assumptions regarding prefer-

ences. To answer the second question, I relax the stringent assumptions on preferences of

the basic model and study the quantitative effects of a real productivity shock on prices,

borrowing and consumption in the economy.

I design a model where, not only can overall credit amplify business cycles, but also

increases in credit in some sectors of the economy may induce increases in credit in other

sectors, a credit spiral. I define credit spirals as positive spillovers in the borrowing

decisions of different agents in the economy, meaning when one agents borrows more,

this creates conditions for other agents to borrow more as well, increasing financial am-

plification. This type of spillovers are commonly referred in the literature as strategic

complementarities, in the sense that the optimal choices of different agents complement

each other, reinforcing them. In this case, increases in borrowing by households create

incentives for increased borrowing by firms and vice-versa.

Similar to much of the established literature on financial accelerator, the model hinges

on the existence of an input, in this case land, which also serves as collateral against which

households can borrow. Firms in the housing sector use land as input in production.

Agents in the domestic economy are assumed to be impatient relative to the implied

discount factor of the exogenous international interest rate, leading to positive levels of

debt in steady state. Furthermore, the housing firm can finance a fixed share of their

costs with credit, up to a maximum, which is determined as a function of their costs.

Despite the common assumption in the literature that firms, like households, borrow

against their stock of capital, recent literature has shown this is very often not the case,

and that borrowing, for many firms, is in large part constrained by their revenues and

costs, rather than the value of collateral assets. An example of this is Drechsel (2018).
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Models of financial accelerators usually feature some domestic agents borrowing and

some other domestic agent lending, with banks commonly acting as intermediaries of

loanable funds in this process. However, it is not uncommon for both the household sector

and firms to increase overall borrowing. This can typically occur when credit standards

in the overall economy are lax and this borrowing is financed by international lenders.

In order to capture this aspect, this paper operates in a setting of small open economy,

where international investors are willing to lend any amount at a constant interest rate,

set in international markets, allowing for a co-movement of household and firm credit.

As typical in small open economy models, borrowing creates an imbalance in balance

of payments which is compensated in the model by imports or exports of the tradable

consumption good. This way, when there is positive net borrowing, the inflow of resources

is used to finance the import of tradable good from international markets. When the

net borrowing becomes negative, the small economy must export to repay international

lenders.

Analytical characterization of the equilibrium allows the identification of the stan-

dard financial accelerator effect through which equilibrium land prices, and consequently

borrowing, become more sensitive to real shocks when borrowing capacity of household

or firms is increased. Analysis of the equilibrium also leads to novel analytical results

regarding borrowing spillovers. First, increase in borrowing capacity of housing firm is

shown to lead to more volatile borrowing by households, and vice-versa, leading to greater

financial volatility. The mechanism boils down to an enhanced Fisherian debt deflation

mechanism, where increased borrowing capacity of one agent relaxes the borrowing con-

straint of both households and housing firm, leading to more capital inflows than if only

households or firms borrowed, and thus also higher asset prices and financial amplifica-

tion. Second, household and firm borrowing have different effects on the magnitude of the

financial amplification, with housing firm borrowing contributing to larger amplification.

Third, the credit spiral effect is shown to be convex, meaning the marginal impact of

firm’s increased borrowing capacity on household’s borrowing is larger for higher levels of

firm borrowing, and vice-versa.

In the extended model, the assumption of perfect elasticity of intertemporal substi-

tutability is relaxed, leading both the representative household and the housing firm to
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want to smooth consumption over time. This change implies borrowing constraints in the

model become only occasionally binding. The most substantial change in this setup is the

asymmetric nature of financial amplification and the spiral effect. Positive shocks which

lead to appreciation of land prices and extra borrowing capacity do not lead to financial

amplification, as agents anticipate the effect of excessive borrowing on consumption, but

negative shocks do. According to the model, allowing the borrowing to finance 20% of

their period costs through credit can lead to 40% sharper falls in household’s borrowing

after negative productivity shock, and a more sizable contraction of consumption.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 reviews the literature on

the subject of financial accelerators with joint household and firm borrowing. Section 3

presents the more basic version of the model and explores analytical results and basic

intuition. Section 4 presents an extended version of the model and respective simulations.

Finally, Section 5 concludes.

3.2 Literature Review

This paper can be framed in the literature on financial accelerator started by Kiyotaki and

Moore (1997) and Bernanke et al. (1999). Many papers on the issue have been written

since, but with an emphasis on either only firm or only household borrowing. Firm credit

was the most most usual channel in the literature, at least until the great recession, when

subprime household mortgage debt revealed itself to be a source of financial instability.

Examples from the household borrowing side include Iacoviello and Neri (2010) and Jus-

tiniano et al. (2013). Still, models of financial crises rarely include credit taking on the

part of both households and firms. Only recently, the literature has stated to include both

channels in order to assess their relative importance. Kehoe et al. (2020) build a model

with both household and firm credit to ascertain which channel was most responsible for

the downturn in the Great Recession in the US. Authors find worsening of household

credit conditions to have weighed more on the evolution of output. However, the model

is not concerned about identifying spillover effects between the two forms of borrowing.

Empirical research on the link between household and firm borrowing is not conclusive

in showing a direct causal effect, but it does point to spillover effects. Mian and Sufi

(2014) shows counties in US with most leveraged households experienced sharpest falls in
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employment during great recession. Giroud and Mueller (2017) use firm level data to show

impact of household deleveraging was mainly through highly leveraged firms. Haltenhof

et al. (2014) show between 2007 and 2010 the decline in home equity extraction explains

about 10 percent of the decline in employment in the durable goods industries.

This paper operates in a small open economy framework and relies on much of the

same mechanisms used on the literature on sudden stops in small open economies like

Mendoza (2002) and Bianchi (2011). The difference to this paper is these models usually

have borrowing from international markets on the part of a single agent, household or

firms. The appeal of the small open economy framework to study joint borrowing by

household and firms is it provides a simple framework for the supply of credit, enabling to

keep the focus on interaction between the credit demand of domestic firms and households.

The experience of some euro area countries during the 2009 financial crisis points to the

relevance of the open economy framework for developed countries as well.

Two papers which directly model joint credit taking by households and firms and try

to quantify the impact on the financial accelerator effect are Caggese and Orive (2015)

and Rawat (2018). Both papers use Bernanke et al. (1999) style frameworks.

The paper by Caggese and Orive (2015) develops a model with financial and labor

market frictions in which heterogeneous households face unemployment risk, and hetero-

geneous firms face costly bankruptcy and finance themselves partly with nominally fixed

long-term debt. They show shocks which cause household deleveraging and credit shocks

to firms can interact and amplify the effects of financial shocks on output and employ-

ment, even when, separately, they would have moderate effects. However, these papers

do not go in depth with an analytical identification of the channels at play.

Rawat (2018) builds a model on the lines of Iacoviello and Neri (2010) with hetero-

geneous production sector and introduces an active role for evolution of firms’ net worth

and their financial leverage. Patient households are lenders providing funds to impatient

households and firms. In the model, changes in house prices significantly affect the bor-

rowing capacity of impatient households affecting, in turn, the dynamics of both firm

and household behavior. A fall in house prices and housing demand (that is amplified in

the model with household collateral constraints), reduces the demand for housing capi-

tal, which further deteriorates capital price and therefore the net worth of firms. This
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increases the external finance premium facing firms.

This paper adds to the scarce literature on spillovers between borrowing decisions of

firms and households by, first, offering a simple theoretical framework which highlights

potentially important channels which have been mostly ignored in the literature, so far.

Second, expanding on that framework to run quantitative simulations designed to assess

the potential magnitude of these spillovers on financial amplification.

The model also departs from a Bianchi (2011) setting, and more closely follows a

Kiyotaki and Moore (1997) environment in which land is used for collateral, demonstrating

firm-household spillovers are also present in such environments. Unlike previous literature,

this paper also highlights the role of land as a fixed factor of production. Real house

prices have been outpacing inflation since the 1950s as shown by Knoll et al. (2017).

The appreciation of house prices through bubbles can trigger an inflow of capital into

the country in the search for high returns, but which can quickly be reversed during a

financial crisis, leaving domestic agents to repay the large debt accumulated in good times

in a period of low productivity and depressed collateral values.

3.3 Basic Model

This section presents the basic model which delivers the main intuition, and allows for

the derivation of important qualitative analytical results, before moving one to a setting

in which simplifying assumptions regarding the preferences are relaxed, in order to arrive

at more meaningful quantitative results.

3.3.1 Environment

The model works in the context of a small open economy. Unlike closed economy models

of financial accelerator where there is a saver agent and an investing agent, with a small

open economy it is possible to have all the agents in the economy borrowing from inter-

national capital markets. This simplifies credit supply dynamics, thus allowing the paper

to focus on the spillovers between the credit demand of different agents. This borrowing

is compensated in the balance of payments by net exports of goods and services, mean-

ing the impatient households will, as much as they can, use their borrowing capacity to
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import non-durable tradable consumption good from abroad. There is no default in the

model. Financial obligations to foreign investors must always be paid, potentially leading

to sharp capital account reversals and consequent decreases in consumption, a staple of

the sudden stop literature.

The small open economy assumption is also relevant because it potentially magnifies

the spillover effects as it kills the interest rate channel which would be present in a closed

economy framework. With a closed economy, the different domestic borrowers would be

in competition for the capital of the domestic lender, such that, for example, falls in

borrowing demand by households would depress equilibrium interest rate, enabling firms

to borrow more than if the interest rate remained unchanged. Given the modern context

of an increasingly globalized capital market, the exogeneity of interest rates to domestic

saving decisions becomes increasingly more suited to a growing number of economies.

There are two production sectors in the economy. A consumption good (tradable)

sector and housing (non-tradable) sector. In this setup, it is assumed the consumption

good sector is affected by total factor productivity shocks, while the housing sector is

not. This is a simplifying assumption as the dynamics of the model hinge on the relative

movement of the productivity of the two sectors, rather than their absolute value. Thus,

I have elected to keep productivity in housing sector constant.

3.3.2 Household

The representative household in the economy lives infinitely and consumes consumption

good, Ct (which serves as the numeraire in the model), and housing services, Ht, according

to a Cobb-Douglas utility function. The household supplies labor inelastically to the

consumption good firm, Lt = L̄ = 1. The household also owns all the land in the

economy, Tt = T̄ = 1, which it rents out to the housing services firm. Both the stock of

labor and land in the economy are normalized to one. The household can borrow from

international markets at an exogenous interest rate r, up to a limit which is a function of

the expected value of its collateral asset, land. Although the assumption of households

borrowing directly from international markets seems implausible, it merely attempts to

simplify the framework and is a common assumption in the literature of sudden stops

in small open economies. One could imagine a similar model with a domestic bank
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which, acting as an intermediary, lends to domestic households and finances itself in the

international markets.

In this simplified version of the model, the household is assumed to be risk neutral

and have perfect intertemporal elasticity of substitution. Furthermore, the household is

impatient with regards to the international interest rate, meaning β(1 + r) < 1. This

assumption allows for a more tractable model, as households will not derive utility from

smoothing consumption over time and thus will always borrow up to the maximum amount

of debt allowed by the value of the collateral, allowing us to easily pin down household

borrowing. Relaxing this assumption will have relevant quantitative impacts, as we will

see in the next section, however it is a simplification which allows for an analytical iden-

tification of the channels at play.

The problem of the household is formalized as follows.

max
Ct,Ht,Bt+1

∞∑
t=0

βt
[
Cγ
t H

(1−γ)
t

]
(3.1a)

s.to

wtLt + ptTt +Bt+1 − (1 + r)Bt+ ≥ Ct + pHt Ht (3.1b)

Bt+1 ≤ ψptTt (3.1c)

Lt = L̄ = 1 (3.1d)

Tt = T̄ = 1 (3.1e)

Given the assumption on the preferences of the household we know, in equilibrium, Bt+1 =

ψptTt. The introduction of the borrowing constraint introduces a potential wedge in the

Euler equation of the household which will be non-zero whenever the borrowing constraint

binds. The Euler equation reads as

U ′C,t = (1 + r)βU ′C,t+1 + µt, (3.2)

where µt is the multiplier of the borrowing constraint. This expression tells us that

in the case of a binding borrowing constraint, meaning µt > 0, the household will not be

able to borrow as much today as he would like and increase current consumption, leading

to U ′C,t > (1 + r)βU ′C,t+1.

Solving the first order conditions of the problem for the household allows one to identify
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an expression for the price of housing in the economy in periot t, pHt .

pHt = 1− γ
γ

Ct
Ht

(3.3)

This expression basically tells us the price of housing increases with the relative scarcity

of housing in relation to consumption good in period t. This is important as, even if

domestic production of both consumption good and housing are fixed, the consumption

of the tradable consumption good fluctuates with borrowing capacity, providing a crucial

transmission channel in the model. Plugging back in the budget constraint gives us the

household demands for consumption good and housing in period t.

Ct = γ [wt + pt +Bt+1 − (1 + r)Bt] (3.4a)

Ht = 1− γ
pHt

[
wt + pTt +Bt+1 − (1 + r)Bt

]
(3.4b)

3.3.3 Firms

There are two representative firms in this economy, one producing a non-durable con-

sumption good and the other producing housing services. The consumption good can be

traded in international markets, while housing cannot. Both firms operate in a compet-

itive market setting. The existence of the two goods and respective firms is crucial to

produce effects in the model as the increased borrowing capacity in the economy is tied to

the price of land, which is going to depend on the relative scarcity of housing in relation

to the tradable good.

3.3.3.1 Consumption Good Firm

The problem of the consumption good firm is trivial. The firm operates using a linear

production function on labor and pays a wage to the representative household who sup-

plies labor inelastically, meaning the production of consumption good in the economy is

wholly stochastic. Indeed, the consumption good sector could be replaced in the model

with households having a stochastic endowment of consumption good, but making this

separation creates a more intuitive economic setting, while being only slightly less simple.
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The firm’s problem is as follows.

max
Lt

Yt − wtLt (3.5a)

s.to

Yt = eAtLt (3.5b)

The stochastic process At follows a simple AR(1) process of the following form.

At = ρAt−1 + εt, (3.6)

where 0 < ρ < 1 and ε ∼ N(0, σ2) Given the linear production function and inelastic

labor supply, Yt = At. Furthermore, this shock is modelled as a one time unexpected

event for agents in the economy.

Solving the first order conditions yields a simple equilibrium condition for the wage as

a function of productivity,

w∗t = eAt . (3.7)

Given the open economy setting, production and domestic consumption of tradable

goods will, in general, not be equalized. Households import or export tradable good from

international markets in order to keep balance of payments equal to zero, such that

Ct = Yt −NXt, (3.8)

where NXt is defined as exports minus imports. Given the relative impatience of the

agents in this setup, they will take on as much debt as they can in order to finance

imports of tradable goods today. Periods in which net borrowing from international

markets is positive will be periods of negative net exports (net importer), and vice-versa,

in accordance with the follwong condition.

NXt = [(1 + r)Bt −Bt+1] + [(1 + r)Dt −Dt+1], (3.9)
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3.3.3.2 Housing Firm

The problem of the housing firm is only slightly more intricate than the tradable good

firm. The housing firm rents land, T , from households, much in the same way the tradable

firm rents labor, and uses a linear production function. However, unlike the tradable good

firm, the housing firm also has access to international capital markets. Every period, the

housing firm can issue debt, D, to be repaid the following period along with interest, at

the exogenous rate, r. The housing firm, being owned by domestic households shares their

impatience and thus is willing to borrow as much as possible today and transfer those

resources to households in the form of higher land price.2 Similarly to the household, the

housing firm is subject to a borrowing constraint, however, it does not pledge collateral

as it doesn’t own physical assets. Instead, the housing firm can get loans up to a share

κ of its costs. One can think the collateral of the housing firm is the power to raise the

relative price of housing to fulfill its financial obligations to international investors. The

assumption of firms borrowing against their revenues is not uncommon in the literature.

Lian and Ma (2020) show up to 80% of US non-financial firm’s borrowing is not tied

to the liquidation value of physical assets, and is based predominantly on cash flows

from firms’ operations, in what they call earnings-based borrowing constraints. Of course,

the assumption that the borrowing capacity of the firm is completely detached from the

ownership of assets subject to be used as collateral and solely based on the cash flow

of the firm is a stretch, however, it is a useful simplifying assumption which introduces

interesting dynamics, so far unexplored in the literature.

The problem of the housing firm at time t, thus reads as follows.

max
Tt,Dt+1

∞∑
t=0

βt
[
pHt Ht − pTt Tt +Dt+1 − (1 + r)Dt

]
(3.10a)

s.to

Ht = ZTt (3.10b)

Dt+1 ≤ κpTt Tt (3.10c)

2The transfer occurring through the payment of the input happens due to competitive pressures. In
the absence of competitive pressures, the borrowing by the firm would not lead to an increase in the
price of land and instead be transferred to households in the form of positive profits. In a competitive
environment, the firm use the borrowing to bid up the price of land, leading to zero profits by the housing
firm.
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As mentioned before, the productivity in housing production, Z, is kept fixed and

equal to one to simplify the problem given that dynamics of the model only hinge on the

relative productivity in the two sectors. Given the option of financing part of the costs

with debt, the price of land will not only reflect the marginal productivity of land in the

production of housing, but also the net repayment of debt by the firm, such that the

price of land in the model in each period is pinned down by an intratemporal zero profit

condition. Price of land is thus given by

pTt = 1
Tt

[pHt Ht +Dt+1 − (1 + r)DtTt]. (3.11)

Concerning the borrowing choice, the housing firm will face a trade-off similar to the

one in the Euler equation of households. The optimal choice of borrowing will satisfy

1 = (1 + r)β + χt. (3.12)

Given the assumption of impatience, it is immediate that the borrowing constraint of

the firm will always be binding and the multiplier on the firm’s borrowing constraint, χt,

will be positive.

It is worthwhile to point out that the exogenous nature of housing output in the model

is magnifying the response of prices in the economy. Should the housing firm in the model

use its borrowing capacity to expand production, through investment in physical capital,

for instance, then the resulting increase in output could change relative prices, since, as

implied by the housing price condition, (3.3), the price of housing is a measure of relative

scarcity of housing with respect to the consumption good. Since the price of land is

heavily dependent on the price of housing, in this scenario, the final impact of shocks on

land prices, and thus borrowing, would be less pronounced. Nevertheless, it is necessary

to take the consumption good firm into account and the assumption that the consumption

good firm does not have access to borrowing. If that were the case, and if it could use

those funds for investment as well, the effect of productivity changes on prices would be

ambiguous as the productivity shock would lead to higher investment and output in both

sectors. I abstract from this dimension by assuming both firms’ output is exogenous and

focus on the effect of borrowing on prices.
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3.3.4 Equilibrium

A competitive equilibrium in the model is given by a vector of equilibrium prices prices

{pH , pT} and allocations {C,H,B,D} , such that, given prices, productivity and initial

conditions on the stock of household and firm debt, the allocation solves the maximization

problems of the representative household and the firms (Housing and Consumption Good),

as well as ensure all markets (consumption, housing, structures, labor and capital) are in

equilibrium, and that the balance of payments condition holds.

Using the relations discussed so far, it is possible to arrive at an expression for the

equilibrium price of land in period t as an explicit function of parameters, the exogenous

productivity shock in period t, and the price of land in period t− 1, the relevant state in

this economy. The price land is, thus, given by

pTt = 1− γ
γ − ψ(1− γ)− κe

At − ψ(1− γ) + κ

γ − ψ(1− γ)− κ(1 + r)pTt−1. (3.13)

Intuitively, (3.13) pins down the price of land as being determined both by the ex-

ogenous contemporaneous productivity shock (first term) and by the price of land in the

previous period, which determines the repayment (second term) to international investors.

The role of productivity in determining the price of land is straightforward. Higher pro-

ductivity increases the production of tradable good, increasing the price of housing and

land. The higher the price of land in the previous period, the higher the borrowing ca-

pacity in the previous period, which implies a higher repayment this period. A larger

repayment in the current period, implies a lower level of consumption leading to a lower

relative price of housing and consequently land. Given the linear relation between house-

hold and firm borrowing and the price of land in the model, we know that fluctuations in

(3.13) will lead to fluctuations in the borrowing of households and firms. The derivations

of (3.13) can be found in Appendix A.
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3.3.4.1 Steady State

Dropping time indices in (3.13) and solving for the price of land we arrive at the steady

state price of land, given by

pT = 1− γ
γ + r[ψ(1− γ) + κ]e

Ā, (3.14)

where Ā denotes the unconditional average of the productivity process, At. From

(3.14) we can determine some characteristics of the steady state. It is helpful to compare

this expression to the one in a model where agents do not have access to credit. In the

absence of borrowing, the steady state price of land would be given by

pT = 1− γ
γ

eĀ. (3.15)

Comparing (3.14) and (3.15), we can see the difference lies in the denominator of the

two expressions. The existence of borrowing, implying ψ > 0 or κ > 0, creates a wedge

in the steady state price of land. Namely, higher borrowing capacity is associated with

lower steady state price of land. Also, this effect is larger for higher levels of the interest

rate.

In the absence of borrowing, all production of tradable good is consumed domestically.

Once borrowing is allowed, agents, being impatient, borrow as much as they can in order

to finance as much current consumption as possible through imports. The cost of this

surge in current consumption is the burden of future interest debt service associated with

rolling over the stock of debt. These interest payments are compensated in the balance

of payments by exports of the tradable good, meaning a share of exogenous tradable

production is now diverted to international markets. The reduction in steady state level

of domestic tradable consumption decreases the relative scarcity of housing and, therefore,

reduces house prices, which, in turn, lead to a lower equilibrium price of land. Thus, steady

state in the economy with borrowing is characterized by the households consuming less

than in a model without credit as price for the surge in consumption that borrowing

allows.

The borrowing constraint of households is binding in equilibrium, and consequently in

steady state, meaning households borrow up to the limit. One can see this analytically
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from the Euler equation, (3.2). In steady state, where the consumption (and marginal

utility of consumption) is constant, given that (1 + r)β < 1, the borrowing constraint

multiplier, µt , must be positive in order for (3.2) to hold. This result is also a consequence

of the assumption that the agents in the model do not internalize the unexpected TFP

shock which can hit the economy and induce a sudden stop. If they did anticipate shocks,

then the households would find it optimal to maintain a precautionary distance from the

borrowing constraint which could allow them to avoid sharp falls in consumption in the

case of mild negative productivity shocks. However, given their impatience and belief the

economy will be permanently in steady state, the household would rather borrow as much

as possible now, and then repay with interest later.

The housing firm will obey the same pattern, borrowing as much as possible today

and committing to the payment of interest in steady state. Both domestic agents thus

choose to sacrifice a small share of future consumption in every future period in order to

enjoy a surge in consumption today.

3.3.4.2 Dynamics

I turn now to analysing the behaviour of the model when subject to TFP shocks in the

tradable sector. The first thing to establish is that the model produces standard financial

accelerator effects typical of models where there is an input which doubles as an asset

which can be used as collateral in access to credit.

In order to understand the fluctuation of land price (and borrowing) to productivity

shocks, one can take first order derivative.

∂pTt
∂At

= φ(γ, ψ, κ, At) = 1− γ
γ − ψ(1− γ)− κe

At (3.16)

This object captures the response of price of land and, therefore, the value of collateral

and borrowing in the model, to shocks in real productivity in the tradable sector.

Definition 1. φ(γ, ψ, κ, At) denotes the financial accelerator of the model, as it captures

the effect of real shocks on the price of land which determines the borrowing ability of the

household and housing firm.

We are interested, first, in how φ depends on the borrowing capacity of households and
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housing firm separately and, second, whether that relation is affected by the borrowing

conditions of the other agent. As shown in Proposition 1, the volatility of land price and

borrowing increases as either agent’s borrowing capacity is increased.

Proposition 1. φ(γ, ψ, κ, At) is upward sloping in ψ and κ, meaning price of land is

more sensitive to real shocks, the greater the borrowing capacity of households and the

housing firm.

Proof. To show this, one must simply compute the derivative of the financial accelera-

tor, φ, with respect to the exogenous parameters determining the borrowing capacity of

households and firm.

∂φ

∂ψ
= (1− γ)2

(γ − ψ(1− γ)− κ)2 e
At > 0 (3.17)

∂φ

∂κ
= (1− γ)

(γ − ψ(1− γ)− κ)2 e
At > 0 (3.18)

Both derivatives are positive, therefore the sensitivity of land price to real shocks, φ, is

increased by both higher borrowing capacity of households and the housing firm in the

model.

Proposition 1 also implicitly establishes the existence of spillovers between firm and

household credit, through their effects in land prices, since higher borrowing capacity

by either housing firm or households will increase land prices and relax the borrowing

constraint of the other agent.

It is worthwhile to remark that the accelerator effect is not equivalent for household

and firm borrowing in the model. Indeed, comparing the accelerator effects in (3.17) and

(3.18) yields

∂φ

∂ψ
= (1− γ)∂φ

∂κ
. (3.19)

This result is formalized in Remark 1.

Remark 1. Increases in borrowing capacity by housing firm generates higher financial

acceleration than an equivalent increase in the level of borrowing capacity by households.
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The result in Remark 1 is a consequence of the assumptions on the expenditure struc-

ture of domestic households and housing firm. Borrowing by the firm in the model is used

to buy the input, land, and thus inflow of credit through the firm bids up the price of land.

Household borrowing, however, has two uses: buying housing and buying consumption

good, thus, only a share of consumer expenditures leads to increases in the price of land.

Nevertheless, the result highlights the importance of accurately determining the channels

through which capital inflows occur with respect to their impact on financial stability.

Proposition 2. The spiral effect is convex in borrowing capacity. Marginal effect of

amplification and spillovers is stronger for higher initial levels of borrowing capacity.

Proof. To show this, I compute the second derivative of the financial accelerator, φ with

respect to the exogenous parameters determining the borrowing capacity of households

and housing firm.

∂2φ

∂ψ2 = 2(1− γ)3(γ − ψ(1− γ)− κ)
(γ − ψ(1− γ)− κ)4 eAt > 0

∂2φ

∂κ2 = 2(1− γ)(γ − ψ(1− γ)− κ)
(γ − ψ(1− γ)− κ)4 eAt > 0

Since both measures are positive, the marginal effect of borrowing capacity on financial

amplification and borrowing spillovers is positive and convex.

Proposition 1 states there is a financial accelerator effect of both type of borrowing,

and its corollary is that this leads to borrowing spillovers. Proposition 3 shows how the

borrowing spillovers reinforce the accelerator effects creating the credit spiral effect which

magnifies the standard financial accelerator with only one agent borrrowing.

Proposition 3. The higher the borrowing capacity of the housing firm (higher κ), the

higher the accelerator effect of household debt, and vice-versa.

Proof. To show this, I compute the cross derivative of the financial accelerator, φ, with

respect to the exogenous parameters determining the borrowing capacity of households

and housing firm.

∂φ

∂ψ∂κ
= 2(1− γ)2(γ − ψ(1− γ)− κ)

(γ − ψ(1− γ)− κ)4 eAt > 0.
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The cross derivative is positive showing that increases in the borrowing capacity of either

households or the firm, increase the financial accelerator effect of the other.

Having established some characterization of the competitive equilibrium and its dy-

namics, I advance to a simulation of the model. Figure 3.3.1 shows the response (in levels)

of the most relevant variables in the model to an unexpected shock to productivity. Pro-

ductivity shocks leads to a jump in consumption, price of housing, land and borrowing

of housing firm and households. After the period of the shock, the economy returns to

steady state in an oscillating seesaw pattern. The reason for the oscillation is tied to re-

payment dynamics. Following a period of high credit taking, households and the housing

firm must repay that amount with interest next period under a lower productivity level,

leading to lower consumption and thus lower price of housing and land, tightening the

borrowing constraint. In the following period, agents, having reduced their debt, have a

low repayment obligation and can therefore import more, increasing collateral prices and

borrowing capacity.

Figure 3.3.1: Response of Productivity, Consumption, price of Land,
household borrowing and housing firm borrowing to a persistent positive shock
to productivity.
Values in levels.
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Although the analysis deals with a classic unexpected real productivity shock, it is

important to point out the same effects would be present in the case of financial shocks

like a relaxation of borrowing constraint of household or housing firm. In that case, a

positive shock to ψ which would allow the household, for instance, to borrow more, would

lead to a first-order inflow of credit to domestic households which would be used to import

tradable good, increasing the price of housing and land and allowing both households and

firms to borrow more through a second-order effect caused by higher collateral value.

3.4 Full Model

3.4.1 Extension

In the full model I relax the assumption of perfect intertemporal substitutability of con-

sumption. While before the utility of households was a simple Cobb-Douglas specification,

the utility function is now a standard CRRA of the following form.

Ut(Ct, Ht) = (Cγ
t H

1−γ
t )1−σ

1− σ (3.20)

This different specification of the household utility will also have an impact on the

problem of the housing firm, as the firm is owned by the representative household. To

account for this, the problem of the housing firm becomes

max
Tt,Dt+1

∞∑
t=0

βtQt

[
pHt Ht − pTt Tt +Dt+1 − (1 + r)Dt

]
(3.21a)

s.to

Ht = ZTt (3.21b)

Dt+1 ≤ κpTt Tt, (3.21c)

where now the profits of the firm are weighed by Qt. Qt represents the marginal

utility of consumption of households in period t. Intuitively, this means the housing firm

gives more weight to periods where the marginal utility of consumption is high, i.e., when

consumption is low. This will indirectly produce the same consumption smoothing effect

through the firm behavior that the CRRA assumption brings directly to the household.

This assumption changes the solution method of the model. The main difference from
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the basic model is the fact it moves from a case where the borrowing constraint always

binds, allowing for the closed-form solutions, to one where the borrowing constraint binds

only occasionally. More specifically, under this occasionally binding credit constraint, the

agents will decide to not borrow as much as the current value of their collateral would

allow in order to avoid the sharp drops in consumption in the following period associated

with the repayment of a large debt incurred today. Under this setup, there exist two

different equilibrium regimes. In the first, the credit constraint binds and the equilibrium

conditions of the basic model are met. In the second, the borrowing constraint does not

bind, meaning µt = 0, and thus the amount of consumption and borrowing is pinned

down by the classical Euler equation.

In order to solve this new class of problem I resort to computational methods tailored

to maximization problems under occasionally binding constraints, which allow for regime

switching.3

Proposition 4. Under preferences with imperfect intertemporal substitutability, financial

accelerator effect always occurs only in the case of negative shocks, or sufficiently small

positive shocks.

Proof. Start from the analysis of the household’s Euler equation, (3.2).

U ′C,t = (1 + r)βU ′C,t+1 + µt,

As discussed previously, the borrowing constraint will bind in steady state, implying a

positive µt and a wedge between present and future marginal utility of consumption. A

positive productivity shock will allow for higher consumption of tradable good at time t,

lowering the contemporaneous marginal utility of consumption and therefore also decreas-

ing the marginal cost of a binding borrowing constraint. If this decrease in the marginal

utility of consumption in time t is sufficiently large, it will drive µt to zero, meaning any

additional increase in potential income will satisfy standard Euler equation intertempo-

ral allocation. After this point, households will smooth consumption, meaning further

relaxations of credit constraint will not lead to higher borrowing, as that would induce

a sub-optimal oscillation pattern. If the positive productivity shock is not big enough,

µt will be smaller than steady state, but the constraint will still bind, leading to some,
3Specifically, the OccBin toolkit by Guerrieri and Iacoviello (2015).
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although probably negligible financial amplification. The more interesting case is a large

negative productivity shock.

In the case of a negative productivity shock, consumption at time t decreases, increas-

ing marginal utility of present consumption. This increases µt beyond its steady state

level, meaning that agents will want to borrow even more than in steady state, in line

with the results of the result with Cobb-Douglas preferences, leading to financial accel-

erator and spiral effects to take hold. The same arguments apply to the housing firm’s

borrowing decisions.

Of course, the absence of financial amplification in the case of a positive shock is due to

the assumption agents can rationally predict the convergence of productivity towards its

unconditional mean after the initial shock. In a model where there is uncertainty about

future path of productivity and agents form expectations of future growth in house prices,

they may choose to borrow more today, leading to a bubble in asset prices. We abstract

from that possibility in the model.

3.4.2 Parameterization

Core parameters of the model, such as discount factor and interest rate, were chosen to

follow the standard in the literature on sudden stops in open economies. Specifically, with

regard to the productivity process, I model the standard deviation and persistance of the

shock to the tradable sector, I follow the model of sudden stops due to overborrowing of

Bianchi (2011) with a similar setup in its simplicity and with two sectors, one tradable

and one non-tradable. Table 3.1 details the values of the parameters in the model.

In order to assess the household/firm borrowing spillover, I hold household borrowing

constraint parameter, ψ, fixed at 0.42, within the standard range in the literature. Given

housing firm’s borrowing constraint is earnings-based, it is harder to find estimations of

an equivalent parameter in the literature. For this reason, the analysis features results for

a range of κ from 0.01 to 0.2. The upper bound of κ is limited by the solution method

which requires joint borrowing of firm and households does not create excessive financial

amplification.4

4The computational solution method based on regime switching necessitates the steady state regime
be convergent. This constraints the numerical determination of ψ and κ, as high values of both these
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Parameter Intuition Value
Households
β Discount factor 0.96
γ Consumption share 0.75
σ Intertemporal Substitution 0.83
ψ Borrowing limit 0.42

Housing Firm
κ Borrowing limit [0.01 - 0.2]

Consumption Firm
ρ Persistence of shocks 0.9
σε st. dev of shock 0.058

Investors
r Interest rate 0.03

Table 3.1: Parameterization of baseline model

3.4.3 Results

The first substantial change to the results of the basic model concerns the asymmetry

of the financial cycle, in accordance to Proposition 4. In the basic model, agents were

indifferent about the smoothness of their consumption pattern. In the more complete

model, agents value consumption smoothing. To confirm this asymmetry, I compare the

response of the economy to a positive and a negative productivity shock in Figures 3.4.1

and 3.4.2, respectively.

Figure 3.4.1 shows the impulse response functions of the model after a positive trad-

able productivity shock. The red dashed line represents the response of the basic model,

exhibiting the same oscillation pattern as before, similar to the figure 3.3.1, now in per-

centage deviation from steady state. Meanwhile, the blue solid line represents the new

impulse response function under CRRA preferences in the Full Model. Agents (both

households and housing firm) now choose to borrow less than their borrowing constraint

would allow in the period of the shock in order to avoid setting themselves up for a sub-

stantial repayment next period which would lead to a sharp fall in final consumption.

The consumption pattern follows the same pattern as the persistent productivity shock.

In order to create this pattern in consumption, borrowing in the first period is subdued,

which is why household and firm borrowing do not rise as steeply as consumption, at

parameters produces a divergent system.
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first. Instead, the on-impact increase in consumption relies more heavily on the increased

productivity. In subsequent periods, the reliance on borrowing increases at first before

reverting and slowly going back to steady state levels. One can still observe some slight

oscillation pattern in the downward sloping section of the impulse response function in

the Full Model which is a consequence of the fact the consumption smoothing preference

does not completely cancel the relative impatience of households who now face a trade-off

between present consumption and consumption smoothing.

Figure 3.4.1: Impulse response to a positive TFP shock.
Percentage deviation from steady state.

Figure 3.4.2 shows the impulse response functions to a negative productivity shock of

the same magnitude. The solid blue line and the red dashed line overlap totally, capturing

the fact the initial drops in consumption and borrowing follow those of the basic model

one-to-one. This implies the drop in borrowing and consumption fully incorporates the

credit spiral effect, leading to a greater degree of amplification. Agents, faced with low

production and higher marginal utility of consumption today, would like to borrow beyond
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what their constraint allows even more than in steady state. Once the initial shock has

occurred, the consumption smoothing process is once again noticeable when comparing

the solid and dashed lines. Both household and housing firm borrowing rebound, but not

by as much as their constraint would allow, as taking up that much debt would imply a

sharp fall in consumption in the following period. Nevertheless, some oscillation is still

present as agents balance the trade-off between impatience and consumption smoothing.

Figure 3.4.2: Impulse response to a negative TFP shock.
Percentage deviation from steady state.

Figure 3.4.3 shows impulse response functions after a negative productivity shock for

consumption and household borrowing in the Full model, but now for two different levels

of housing firm borrowing. The blue solid line represents the results for the model with

low firm borrowing (κ = 0.01) and the red dashed line the results for the same model

but with high firm borrowing (κ = 0.2). The difference between the two shows how

household borrowing is indirectly affected by the higher level of firm borrowing through its
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amplification of shocks in the price of land. The fact the housing firm can borrow more in

steady state implies a sharper reversal of the trade balance in the case of a negative shock.

Higher reliance on credit by the firm means productivity shocks which decrease land prices

also lead to a larger decreased inflow of credit to the housing firm which is compensated

with lower net exports, decreasing the price of housing and land even further, and forcing

household borrowing to contract more as well. The sharper fall in household borrowing

is translated into a somewhat sharper fall of consumption, although the difference is

not as noticeable, as household borrowing only finances a fraction of consumption. The

main difference between both specifications is felt in the periods immediately following

the shock. The return to steady state exhibits similar patterns across specifications.

However, one can imagine sharper reversal of capital flows could have more persistent

impacts. Even though the model does not include these mechanisms, sharper episodes

of sudden stops are associated with greater probability of a financial crisis and more

persistent real effects. Asset price collapses can lead to more bankruptcies of financial

and non-financial corporations, making recovery more difficult.

Table 3.2 shows the percentage variation from steady state in consumption and house-

hold borrowing following a negative productivity shock for a range of three different levels

of firm borrowing, namely κ ∈ {0.01, 0.1, 0.2}, allowing for more precise quantification of

effects. Specifically, moving from a low κ to a high κ implies a fall in household borrowing

which is almost 43% larger. From a qualitative standpoint, Table 3.2 also exemplifies the

theoretical result of Proposition 2, concerning the convexity of spillover effects. When

κ is set to 10%, the fall in household borrowing is only 16.5%, however, when it is 20%

that figure increases substantially to almost 43%, almost triple the increase from 0.01 to

0.1. The change in consumption follows a similar pattern. Naturally, these results also

hold in the complementary case, where firm borrowing capacity is kept fixed and there is

variation in household borrowing capacity. This result highlights that capturing spillover

effects between households and firm is increasingly relevant as the effect is convex.

Finally, I explore the effects of changes in firm’s borrowing capacity while maintaining

total (ψ+κ) fixed. The result of this exercise highlights the different impact of household

and firm borrowing with respect to financial amplification. In accordance with Remark

1, moving from a specification where the economy is mostly reliant on household bor-

rowing to one where it relies more on firm borrowing increases financial amplification.
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Figure 3.4.3: Impulse responses to a negative TFP shock for κ = 0.01 and
κ = 0.20.
Percentage deviation from steady state.

Quantitatively, keeping in line with the levels for κ used throughout the analysis, this

translates into a fall in consumption which is 4.2% larger under κ = 0.2, versus a case

where κ = 0.01. As explained in section 3, this is a consequence of the expenditure

structure of households and housing firm. The inflow of credit from the housing firm

is being used to bid up the price of the collateral in the economy, land, while credit to

households is split between purchasing tradable consumption good and housing services,

which results in a smaller effect on the price of land.

3.5 Conclusion

This paper presents a theoretical framework which captures the spillovers between bor-

rowing decisions of different agents in a small open economy framework. In the model,

households’ borrowing is tied to the value of their collateral, land, while firm borrowing is
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κ

1% 10% 20%
Household borrowing (B) -1.9 -2.3 -2.8

%∆ from κ = 1% - 16.5 42.7
Household Consumption (C) -13.6 -14.4 -15.4

%∆ from κ = 1% - 5.9 15.3

Table 3.2: Response of household borrowing and consumption to negative
productivity shock as a function of housing firm’s borrowing capacity.

tied to their activity, namely their costs, in a type of earnings-based borrowing constraint.

This assumption on the form of the firms’ borrowing constraint is a deviation from the

standard assumption, however, it does align with the empirical reality of corporate bor-

rowing where earnings based constraints are increasingly relevant. The paper contributes

to the literature by characterizing the equilibrium through closed form solutions and run-

ning simulations designed to assess the potential magnitude of these spillovers on financial

amplification.

Borrowing spillovers, or credit spirals, are a form of strategic complementarities which

emerge in the model through the double-edged response of borrowing constraints to fluc-

tuations of collateral prices. A productivity shock initially boosts tradable production

increasing the relative price of housing and thus increasing the marginal productivity of

land. The increase in land price relaxes the borrowing constraint of both households and

firms directly. However, it also has a second-order indirect effect on borrowing constraints

of a given agent through the increased inflow of credit caused by the relaxation of the

borrowing constraint of the other agents. These additional capital inflows must then be

offset by imports of tradable goods which make housing in the economy relatively more

scarce leading to further increase in house and land prices, relaxing borrowing constraints

further.

The paper first develops an analytically tractable model with permanently binding

credit constraints, in order to identify and understand the spillover channel, before moving

to a more realistic setup with imperfect intertemporal substitutability and occasionally

binding constraints. The model shows how the impact of firm and household borrowing

on fluctuations of collateral prices differs. The model also shows that the spillovers are

likely to be negligible for low borrowing capacity, but increasingly important the higher
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the level of debt, in a convex fashion. Simulations for the model with occasionally binding

constraints shows the credit spiral effect is asymmetric with respect to the business cycle,

with financial amplification occurring mostly in downturns.

Although the model relies on a small open economy setting, the channels herein iden-

tified would also be present in a closed economy setting. However, given the endogenous

response of interest rates to fluctuations in credit demand, the effects are likely to be more

subdued.

From the theoretical side, the model sacrificed many interesting features which would

certainly deliver more quantitatively sound results. For instance, the model can be ex-

tended to feature more realistic borrowing conditions on the side of the firm, where the

constraint is partially determined by collateral requirements and partially determined by

earnings-based measures. Also, the cost structure of firms can be modelled more realisti-

cally, with access to capital and labor. The model also lacks endogenous output responses

to increased borrowing, as there is no possibility of real investment in the model, meaning

the borrowing feeds totally into asset prices. Another interesting approach would be to

include firm/household spillovers in a model with a domestic banks and study how these

spillovers influence and are influenced by domestic financial frictions.

The theoretical identification of this channel also opens a door into future research on

the empirical side of this type of spillovers. Namely, empirical research into the causal

relation of firm and households’ borrowing decisions, showing a greater propensity for

corporate debt accumulation in countries or markets where households have easier access

to credit, or vice-versa, although such relation is probably challenging to establish.

The findings in this paper can be of considerable importance in the context of macro-

prudential policy. Results of the simulations show that for high levels of joint borrowing,

unexpected shocks which prompt a relaxation of the borrowing constraint can induce col-

lapse of asset prices beyond those predicted by a standard financial accelerator model.

These insights could be used to guide financial regulation and ensure bubbles caused by

credit financing of both the demand and supply side of a market (as it happened in the

housing market in some countries during the 2009 crisis), do not emerge.
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Appendix

A Derivation of the Equilibrium Price of Land

Here, I briefly derive the expression for equilibrium price of land in closed-form in (3.13).

Substituting (3.9) and (3.5b) into (3.8), we get

Ct = eAt − [(1 + r)Bt −Bt+1] + [(1 + r)Dt −Dt+1]. (22)

Equation (22) simply states consumption of tradable good will be equal to domestic

production plus the net borrowing of the economy for the period. Plugging this into the

expression for the price of housing, (3.3), we obtain

pHt = 1− γ
γ

eAt − [(1 + r)Bt −Bt+1] + [(1 + r)Dt −Dt+1]
Ht

. (23)

Replacing household and firm debt by the respective binding borrowing constraints

(23) becomes

pHt = 1− γ
γ

eAt − [(1 + r)ψpTt−1 − ψpTt ] + [(1 + r)κpTt−1 − κpTt ]
Ht

. (24)

Rearranging (3.11) as to isolate pHt , plugging in (24) yields

pTt = 1− γ
γ

eAt − [(1 + r)ψpTt−1 − ψpTt ] + [(1 + r)κpTt−1 − κpTt ]
Ht

Ht + κpTt − (1 + r)κpTt−1.

(25)

Finally, taking (25) and solving for pTt yields the expression in (3.13).
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